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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF E 
STATE OF IDAHO 
LEE EDD GREEN, 
SUPREME COURT NO. 41235 
Petitioner-Appellant 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
V. 
STATE OF IDAHO . 
Respondent. 
Appeal from the Third Judicial District. Owyhee County. Idaho 
HONORABLE MOLLY HUSKEY. presiding, 
Richard L. Harris. Attorney at Law PO Box 1438, Caldwell, ID 83605 
Honorable Lawrence G. Wasden, Attorney GeneraL PO Box 83 720. Boise. Idaho 83 720-001 0 
Date 10/4/2013 
Time 0919 AM 
Page 1 of 3 
Thi District Court- Owyhee County 
ROA Report 
Case CV-2013-0002860-M Current Judge: Molly J. Huskey 
Lee Edd Green Jr., Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
User: TR!NA 
Lee Edd Green Jr., Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Date 
3/6/2013 
3/7/2013 
3/18/2013 
4/19/2013 
5/13/2013 
5/14/2013 
5/28/2013 
5/31/2013 
Code 
NCPC 
APER 
AFFD 
FSTC 
MISC 
ORDR 
HRSC 
HRSC 
HRSC 
HRVC 
HRSC 
HRHD 
NOTC 
MISC 
MEMO 
MISC 
HRSC 
MISC 
MOTN 
User 
TRINA 
TRINA 
TRINA 
TRINA 
TRINA 
TRINA 
TRINA 
TRINA 
TRINA 
TRINA 
TRINA 
TRINA 
TRINA 
TRINA 
TRINA 
TRINA 
TRINA 
TRiNA 
TRINA 
TRINA 
Judge 
New Case Filed - Post Conviction Releif Molly J Huskey 
Filing: H10- Post-conviction act proceedings Molly J. Huskey 
Paid by: Richard L Harris Receipt number: 
0061349 Dated: 3/6/2013 Amount $.00 (Cash) 
For: Green, Lee Edd Jr. (subject) 
Subject: Green, Lee Edd Jr. Appearance Richard Molly J Huskey 
L Harris 
Affidavit of Lee E. Green Molly J Huskey 
File Sent To Caldwell basket for Judge Huskey to Molly J Huskey 
pick up 
States Objection to Petition for Post Conviction Molly J Huskey 
Relief; Denial of All Material Allegations and 
States Motion for Summary Dismissal of Petition 
Order Setting Status Conference, and Evidentiary Molly J. Huskey 
Hearing 
Hearing Scheduled (Evidentiary 07/12/2013 Molly J Huskey 
01.30 AM) 1/2 day hearing 
Hearing Scheduled (Telephonic Status 
Conference 07/08/2013 08:15 AM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Telephonic Status 
Conference 05/13/2013 01:00 PM) 
Molly J Huskey 
Molly J Huskey 
Hearing result for Telephonic Status Conference Molly J Huskey 
scheduled on 07/08/2013 08:15AM: Hearing 
Vacated 
Hearing Scheduled (Telephonic Status 
Conference 07/08/2013 01:00PM) 
Molly J. Huskey 
Hearing result for Telephonic Status Conference Molly J. Huskey 
scheduled on 05/13/2013 01 :00 PM: Hearing 
Held/Laura Whiting Court Reporter 
Notice of Intent to Dismiss Uniform Post Molly J. Huskey 
Conviction Petition 
Motion for Leave to File an Amended Petition for Molly J. Huskey 
Post Convictions Relief and NOH 
Memorandum in Opposition of Intent to Dismiss Molly J Huskey 
Petition for Post Conviction Relief 
Amended Petition for Post Conviction Relief Molly J Huskey 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 07/08/2013 01:00 Molly J. Huskey 
PM) Motion to Amend Petition for Post 
Conviction Relief 
Respondents Disclosure of Witnesses for Hearing Molly J Huskey 
of Uniform Post-Conviction 
Motion for Preparation of Transcrpt of the Change Molly J Huskey 
of Plea Hearing of August 4, 2011 before the Han. 
Renae J Hoff at the Canyon County Courthouse 
:Jate 10/4/2013 
Time 09:19AM 
F'age 2 of 3 
icial District Court - Owyhee County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2013-0002860-M Current Judge Molly J. Huskey 
Lee Edd Green Jr, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Lee Edd Green Jr., Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Date Code User 
3/6/2013 MISC TRINA State's Memorandum in Support of Re-Newed 
Motion to Dismiss Uniform Post Convictions 
Relief Petition 
3/7/2013 MISC TRINA Second Affidavit of Lee E. Green, Jr. 
3/21/2013 ORDR LENA Order Dismissing Uniform Post-Conviction 
Petition 
JDMT LENA Final Judgment 
DPHR LENA Disposition With Hearing 
HRVC LENA Hearing result for Evidentiary scheduled on 
07/12/2013 01:30AM: Hearing Vacated 1/2 day 
hearing 
HRVC LENA Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 
07/08/2013 01:00PM: Hearing Vacated Motion 
to Amend Petition for Post Conviction Relief 
INHD LENA Hearing result for Telephonic Status Conference 
scheduled on 07/08/2013 01:00 PM: Interim 
Hearing Held 
STAT LENA STATUS CHANGED: closed 
711/2013 MOTN TRINA Motion to Reconsider Order Dismissing Uniform 
Post-Conviction Petition and Final Judgment and 
NOH 
HRSC TRINA Hearing Scheduled (Motion 07/12/2013 01:00 
PM) Petitioners Motion to Reconsider Order 
Dismissing 
STAT TRINA STATUS CHANGED Closed pending clerk 
action 
MISC TRINA Amended NOH on Motion to Reconsider 
CONT TRINA Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 
07/12/2013 01:00PM Continued Petitioners 
Motion to Reconsider Order Dismissing 
HRSC TRINA Hearing Scheduled (Motion 08/09/2013 09:00 
AM) Petitioners Motion to Reconsider Order 
Dismissing Uniform Post-Conviction Petition and 
Final Judgment 
7/2/2013 MISC TRINA Denial of Motion to Reconsider Dismissal of 
Uniform Post-Conviction Petition 
HRVC TRINA Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 
08/09/2013 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
Petitioners Motion to Reconsider Order 
Dismissing Uniform Post-Conviction Petition and 
Final Judgment 
STAT TRINA STATUS CHANGED closed 
7/17/2013 NOTC TRINA Notice of Appeal 
APSC TRINA Appealed To The Supreme Court 
7 /25/2013 ORDR TRINA Order Conditionally Dismissing Appeal 
User TRINA 
Judge 
Molly J. Huskey 
MollyJ. Huskey 
MollyJ. Huskey 
Molly J. Huskey 
MollyJ. Huskey 
MollyJ. Huskey 
Molly J. Huskey 
Molly J. Huskey 
Molly J. Huskey 
MollyJ. Huskey 
Molly J. Huskey 
MollyJ. Huskey 
MollyJ. Huskey 
MollyJ. Huskey 
Molly J. Huskey 
MollyJ. Huskey 
MollyJ. Huskey 
MollyJ. Huskey 
MollyJ. Huskey 
MollyJ Huskey 
MollyJ. Huskey 
Jate 10/4/2013 
fime 0919 A~.ll 
:>age 3 of 3 
Thi District Court- Owyhee County 
RO.-t\ Report 
Case: CV-2013-0002860-M Current Judge: Molly J. Huskey 
Lee Edd Green Jr, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Lee Edd Green Jr , Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Jate Code User 
3/15/2013 MISC TRINA Amended Notice of Appeal to Supreme Court 
BNDC TRINA Bond Posted- Cash (Receipt 63006 Dated 
8/15/2013 for 58.00) 
STAT TRINA STATUS CHANGED: Closed pending clerk 
action 
User: TRINA 
Judge 
MollyJ. Huskey 
Molly J. Huskey 
Molly J. Huskey 
R1Cl1ARD L. i !ARRIS 
Attomey at La\\ 
P.O. Box 1438 
Caldwell. Id. 8.1606- i 8 
Telephone (208) 459-1588 
Facsimile (208) 459-!300 
!SB # 1387 
Attorney for Petitioner 
IN IE DISTRICT COURT OF TilL THIRD .n D!CIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR TIIF COl'NTY OF OWYHEE 
LEE E. GREEN. JR ... 
Petitioner. 
VS. 
THE STATE OF IDAI 10. 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
CAS! NO. 
PETITION FOR POST 
)NVlCTION RELIEF 
COMES NO\V the above named Petitioner b\ through his attorney and 
Petitions this Court and alleges as follows: 
1. Petitioner is presently in the custody of the Idaho Board of Corrections. A 
Judgment and Commitment was entered in the abO\c named Court on November ll. 
201 I sentencing the Defendant to an aggregate term to the Board of Corrections !()f 15 
years fixed followed hy 15 years indeterminate \Vith the ( 'ourt retaining jurisdiction J()r 
I 80 days. The rider review was conducted on June 8. 2012. \\ ith the Court dropping 
jurisdiction and imposing the underlying sentence. ;\ Rule 35 Motion for a reduction of 
sentence was filed on June 26. 2012. A Notice Appeal \\as filed on June 2012. an 
Order denying the Rule 35 Motion was entered on i\ugV:sl .1 
disrmssing the appeal \vas entered on August 22. 12. The ddendant is confined 
current!) to the custody of the Board Corrections. 
This Petition is brought pursuant to the Idaho t iniform Post-Com ictinn 
Procedure t\cL Idaho Code Section 19-490 l ct. seq. 
~ This Petition is supported by the affidavit of the Petitioner which ts 
attached hereto and made part of this Petition by reference. 
4. Delcndant was representd at the District Court trial proceedings by the 
Ovvyhec County Public Defenders Office. 
5. Dekndant declares that be received ineflective assistance at the trial of the 
above rekreneed matter in the ti.lllowing particulars: 
a. Defendant's attorney presented no defense to the charge against him 
calling no witnesses no presenting any evidence in deknse of the 
charge. 
h. That Ikfendant' s attorney knew that defenses existed particulariy a 
self defense claim and that witnesses existed in support of that defense. 
But Counsel did not subpoena such witnesses on Defendant's behalf 
nor did Counsel present a self dcknse claim. 
c. Defendant's counsel apparently relied upon a mistaken identity claim. 
asserting that the State's case in support of the charge amounted to 
only the victim· s word against the word of the Defendant. 
d. However. Counsel f()r Dekndant did not call the Defendant as a 
witness to refute the identification made by the victim and called no 
\A.itnesses in defense of the charge. 
c. Previously and subsequent to the trial of the matter L the Dciendant. 
was abie to obtain an affidavit of an eye witness which established that 
the victim \\as the aggressor and that any act done by myself was done 
in response and self detense of the alleged victims actions. 
L That even though trial counsel was aware of the self defense claim and 
knew witnesses were available at the time of trial to raise such self 
defense claim. counsel did not proceed \Vith such claim and refused to 
ofter such dcknsc even though Defendant requested he do so. and 
provided the names of the witnesses who could support such claims 
and de!Cnscs 
g. That because of the ineflecti\ e assistance of counsel \vho did not 
present any defense whatsoever at the time of trial i was wrongly 
convicted of the offense. and have been incarcerated for several years. 
)l'\ FOR POST C< )1\.J Rll IT 
6 
h. l request this court take judicial notice the all of the 
documents and filings in the criminal case including all post trial 
affidavits and other documents tiled in the 
and designated as Case ~o. l l-6870 and 
incident thereto. 
6. respeetfull) request the Court conduct a hearing on this Petition and grant 
relief as mav be appropriate including re-arraignmcnt and a grant of a new trial based 
upon the 
DATI· This dav ofMarch. 2013. 
RICHARD L HARRIS 
FOR )S CO~VICT!ON RUJF Page 3 
undersigned herebv ccrti t\ 3 true correct cup~ foregoing 
instrument was served on the following 
0 
Jay of March. 20D. 
Douglas Fmcry 
(hvyhec County Prosecutor 
Owyhee County Courthouse 
P.O. Box 128 
Murphy. Idaho 83650 
HI ill 
LNITED STATES MAlL 
COlJRTl!Ot.'SE BASKET 
FACS!MIU 
RICHARD! .. I!ARRIS 
RICHARD L. HARRIS 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 1328 
CaldwelL ld. 83606-1438 
Telephone (208) 459-1588 
Facsimile (208) 459-1300 
!SB # 1387 
Attorney For: Defendant 
IN THE DISTRiCT COURT OF THF n I!RD .H JDIClAL DISTRICT OF 
STATE Ol· IDAHO. IN A;-..JD FOR Tlll· COLNTY OF OWYHEE 
E. GREEN. Jr .. CASE NO. 
Petitioner. AFF!DA. VIT OF u: . E. GREI:N 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAI 10. 
Respondent. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: SS. 
County of Ada ) 
LLF E. (!REEK Jr. upon his nath having hecn first duly sworn deposes and says: 
l. I am the Defendant in that certain Ov .. y hee Count~ criminal case designated as 
CR-2011-06870. 
I make this declaration on my own personal knowledge and belief. 
3. I entered a plea of guilt)' lforJ Plea) to t\"/O felony counts as alleged by the 
Prosecuting Attorney Owyhee County. 
The plea was subject to a Rule ll Plea Agreement. The agreement as 
represented to me by my attorney. Bill 
OF IJT •. <iRFi . .l 
guilty to the charges as finally set f()rth in the amended information. I vvould 
be placed on a i I a successful rider i would be placed on 
probation. Mr. \\'cl!man told me numerous times I would get a ndcr and 
probation. l \\as never told prior to making the decision to enter a plea of 
guilty there would be an underlying sentence. I was simply told l \\ould get a 
rider then be placed on probation. That is \.vhat I relied on in entering the plea. 
" Mr. Wellman also told me that if the judge did not follo\v what had been set 
i()rth in the plea agreement. then the Rule ll would go into effect and a court 
date would be set and we would go to trial. 
6. I do not ever remember being told or receiving any inl()m1ation that as part of 
that agreement I would waive my Rule 35 and appeal rights. The \Vaiver of 
the Rule 35 and appeal rights apparently vvas put on the actual agreement in 
someone's handwriting after I had signed on to the Rule ll Plea Agreement. I 
han~ no recollection of the handwriting being on the agreement at the time l 
signed the agreement or apprm ed the agreement. l have been advised by my 
current attorney that as a general proposition that as a pm1 of the Rule ll 
plea agreement a defendant waives those rights. I just know that it \Vas never 
mentioned to me during the discussions about the agreement. What was 
repeated several times \vas that l would do a rider and get probation. 
7. Just before the sentencing hearing. Mr. Wellman told me that the judge's 
underlying sentence was going to be harsh. That was the lirst time l \vas told 
there would he a sentence. I was only told that l would get a rider and 
probation . 
. II·.F F. (iRH· . JR 
1 
A 
8. \\'hat l n."cei\ ed at sentencing \Yas a sentence to the custody of the 
an aggregate scntl'ncc fifteen vears fixed follm\ 
term f fifteen years indeterminate v.ith the Court retaining jurisdiction 
rider) ()nee l cnmplded the rider I \Vould he placed on probation. 
9. So Mr. Wellman said to me to do a good rider and I would he back before the 
and be placed on probation. 
l 0. l czm1pleted a successful rider and rec(:ived a recommendation from the Board 
l' 
.L 
nf ( 'orrections to he placed on probation. 
When the re\ ievv hearing was conducted a new judge was involved in the 
case. Judge Cukt \x.as the original sentencing judge. Judge !Iusky was the 
judge at the re\icw hearing. Judge Husky is a female judge. Mr. Wellman. a 
fe\\ days prior to the review hearing. told me that a new judge had been 
assigned to my case and the new judge was female. l asked Mr. Wellman if 
\Ve get a different judge because I was uncomfortable with a female judge 
conducting the revie\\. l only learned of this change two days he fore the 
review hearing. Mr. Wellman said we could not change judges but since l bad 
completed a successful rider I would be placed on probation. 
I :2. At the re\ ie\\ hearing. Judge Husky announced that even though I had 
completed a successful rider. in her opinion. I could not be rehabilitated and 
she dropped jurisdiction which obligated me to serve the underlying sentence. 
11. I learned at point there was no language in the Rule l l agreement binding 
the judge to i()l!O\\ the recommendation the Board of Corrections that I he 
v ( . LIT I (IRI! ' . J 
placed on probation e\ en I had been promised by m\ anornev l \vould 
serve a rider and he placed on 
14. The only reason l agreed tu !he Rule ll plea agreement was because of that 
promise that I would he placed on probation after the rider. 
15. I completely relied on that promise vvhen I agreed to the Rule 1 1 agreement. 
16. I am aware that Mr. Wellman did !ilea Rule 35 and an Appeal but those were 
dismissed based upon the waiver contained as part of the Rule ll agreement. 
17. I believe that my attorney f~1iled in his representation of me in the f()llowing 
respects: 
a. Failing to advise me that l had waived my right to file a Rule 35 
Motion and/or an appeal. 
b. Promising me that if I agreed to the Rule ll plea agreement I would 
only serve a rider and then he placed on probation. 
c. Failing to ensure that the Rule II plea agreement contained language 
binding the judge to placing me on probation if I successfully 
completed the rider and received a recommendation from the Board of 
Corrections of probation and leaving it to the reviC\vingjudge to place 
me on probation. 
d. Failing to disqualify Judge llusky upon her assignment to the case and 
knowing of the judge's procli\ities and/or bias in sex offender cases. 
c. Failing to be prepared. tn having revicv>ed the Ruk ll language to 
protect my interests. and to offer clear. unambiguous. and accurate 
ll .I : i· C R · . R. 
information and ad\ icc to me at the time acceptance the Rule 11 
plea agreement. 
18. rclitxl on the advice of m\ attorney in making the decisions I made in this 
matter. I was advised I would he placed on probation and that did not occur. 
That advice was wrong. the consequence of which l am obligated to serve at 
least a fifteen year fixed sentence. And I could not challenge the decision of 
the reviewing Court hy Ruk :15 or an ~1ppcal. 
19. l believe l was not ably scrn:d h) my attnmey as stated above and believe l 
should he entitled to the relief provided h\ this Post Conviction Relief 
proceeding. 
f 
--~ci·::-
, .~.ce !· .. ( !rccn. 
SUBSCRIBI~D AND SWORN to before me. the undersigned Notary Public l(lr 
Idaho. on the . .,_;;·~.day ot~ 2011. 
l () . .1· 
. ( i ID . J !'\ 
Residing at: 
( 'ommission Expires: 
1 
Douglas D Emery 
Owyhee County Prosecut1ng Attorney 
Owyhee County Courthouse 
P 0 Box 128 
Murphy, Idaho 83650 
Phone 208-495-1153 
Facsimile 208-495-2592 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDiCIAL DISTRICT OF 
Vs 
OF IDAHO, iN AND FOR E COUNTY OF OWYHEE 
D GREEN. JR. 
Petitioner. 
ESTATE OF IDAHO. 
Respondent 
Case No. 
STATE'S OBJECTION TO PETITION 
FOR POST CONVICTION 
. DENIAL OF ALL MATERIAL 
' ALLEGATIONS -and-
STATE'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
, DISMISSAL OF PETITION 
COMES NOW. Respondent State of Idaho. by and through. Douglas D Emery. 
Owyhee County Prosecuting Attorney to enter a formal objection to the Petition for Post 
Conv1ction Relief. to enter den1als to all material allegations contamed therein. and to 
move for Summary Dismissal of the petit1on for Post Conviction Relief filed on or about 
March 4. 2013 
OBJECTION TO 
FOR POST CONVICTION PAGE- 1 
As the underiy1ng I case CR- 2011-06870, was being read 
petitioner had benefit of two (2) seasoned counsel. VVi!liam H. Wellman and David J 
Smethers. to ass1st in his defense of the charges. 
Negotiated binding i.C.R. 11 Agreement 
In the course of reaching a negotiated resolut1on short of trial in the underlying 
criminal case CR- 2011-06870, the procession agreed to dismiss muitiple counts of 
lewd conduct with a mtnor, Idaho Code§ 18-1508 and reduce one of the charges from 
Sexual Battery. Idaho Code §18-1507(f) to Injury to a Child, Idaho Code §18-1501(1) 
As part of that negotiated resolution. reached freely at arm's length. Defendant Edd 
Green expressly entered a "waiver of Rule 35, Appeal and Post Conviction · That I.C R 
11 Plea Agreement affixed hereto as ATTACHMENT 1, was prepared by defense 
counsel. 
I C R 11 Agreement expressly provided that the--- ··Terms and length of 
sentences will be open for argument ... and that "The state is free to argue for imposition 
of sentence after the retamed jurisdiction was free to bears petitioners signature. as 
well as those of the prosecutor and defense counsel.·· Emphasis added 
The binding Rule 11 Agreement did not guarantee that petitioners sentence 
would be limited to a reta1ned jurisdiction, nor that he was guaranteed that he would be 
placed on probation following a retained jurisdiction. The terms of such agreement 
were read in open court and placed on the record at the time of entry of petitioner's 
S TO 
FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF PAGE-2 
gu piea 
That binding Rule 11 was signed Green as 
as counsel. See A l. 
The Petition for Post Conviction Relief. filed in th1s matter 1s :n d1rect Violation of 
that signed Rule 11 Agreement, entered in good faith and placed on record 
Waiver by Petitioner of his rights to file I.C.R. 35 Motion, Appeal and Post 
Conviction Relief 
Under the Binding Rule 11 Agreement, Petitioner Lee Edd Green knowingly. 
voluntarily and intelligently waived his rights to file to seek a reduct:on of his sentence 
pursuant to Idaho Criminal Ruie 35 Likewise. the petitioner made knowing, voluntary 
and Intelligent waivers of this right to appeal any issue 1n the underlying case and 
likewise waived his right to Post Conviction Relief Such reement was entered on the 
record at the time of the entry of his guilty pleas. 
State's Motion for Summary Dismissal 
The State seeks Summary Dismissal of the pet1t:on of March . 2013. pursuant 
to Idaho Code § 19-4906 ( c ) . in "that there is no genu1ne issue of matenal fact and the 
moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law 
There are two separated basis under wh1ch the Court may properly grants the 
State's Motion for Summary Dismissal: those being 1) Waiver and 2) Untimeliness. 
1. Petitioner waived his Post Conviction Rights 
In the underlying case, at least two (2) rulings have been entered reflecting that 
STATE'S OBJECTION TO PETITION 
FOR POST CONVICTION REUEF 
~ r • , 
PAGE-3 
1 
pursuant to the 1ng I. C. R J\greernent. negotiated at arms length. Petitioner wa 
u I C R 35. his rig to a a pursue Post 
The ORO NYING MOTION FOR REDUCTION SENTENCE. entered 
J Huskey entered August 17. 2012, as well as. the Idaho Supreme Courts ORDER 
GRANTING MOTION TO DISMISS APPEAL entered August 22, 2012 (Supreme Court 
of Idaho, Ref 12-399· State v. Lee Edd Green), each respectively have held that a 
such rights were waived by Petitioner at the time of his acceptance of the I.C.R 
Agreement and entry of guilty pieas In view of the waivers entered by Petitioner, he 
has no standing and no basis in law to pursue the Petition for Post Conviction Relief 
Untimeliness 
The Petition for Post Conviction Relief is d1s1ngenuous and in direct violation the 
Binding I.C.R 11 Agreement which petitioner entered Petitioner was sentenced 
November 18. 2011. The requisite time in which to pursue a Post Conviction Relief is 
set forth in Idaho Code§ 19-4902 (1 ), which expressly provides that the post convict:on 
petition or application must be filed within one (1) year of any right to appeal. Assuming 
that Petitioner had waived only his right to appeal and to pursue an iC.R 35 Motion. h1s 
window of time. in which to have actually filed a Post Conviction Relief Petition, would 
have been one year from the entry of the sentence imposed by the court: or on or 
before , November 2012. more than three months ago The petition is untimely 
A petitioner's failure to file a timely petition for post conviction relief, because of 
his mistaken belief that he had more time to file. does not equate. to a deprivation to do 
so Schultz v. State, 151 ldaho 383. 256 P 3d 791. (Ct App 2011) 
STATE'S OBJECTION TO PETITION 
FOR POST CONVICTION PAGE-4 
Conclusion 
Based upon the preceding, the state urges that Summary Dismissal be granted 
Respectfully submitted this day of March. 2013. 
Douglas mery 
Owyhe ~nty Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day of March, 2013, I placed a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing State's Objection to Petitioner for Post Conviction Relief to the 
following. 
Richard L. Harris, Esq 
Attorney at Law 
0 Box 1438 
Caldwell, I D 83606-1438 
Ke1th and Jolyn Green 
250 S 8th Ave. W 
Marsing. ID 83639 
Sharon Green 
936 Monument Peak Dr. 
Gardnerville. NV 89460 
STATE'S OBJECTION 
FOR POST CONVICTION REU 
Shauna Legal Assistant in 
Office of Owyhee County Prosecuting Attorney 
PAGE-5 
'. 
rz 
\V!LLI.A..\1 H. w""EU.MA.N 
DAVID J. SMETHERS 
OWYEEE COu'NTY PUBLIC DEFEL'HJERS 
PO Box 453 
Na.'Ilpa. Idaho 83653~0453 
208·336-1145 
FAX-208-336-1263 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTR1CT COURT OF THE TB:IRD JVDIClAL DIS 'DUCT OF 1rlE 
STATE OF IDAHO, JN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF OW"Y'P:EE 
STATE OF ID.A.HO ) 
) CASE NO. 2011p41B3 
Plaintiff, ) 
) ID AH 0 ClUlv:flNAL RULE 11 
vs. '\ } 
) PLEA AORBElvlliNT 
GREEN, Lee Bdd ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
Comes now the defendant, by and through the above listed attorneys of record, 
and the State ofldaho, represented by Douglas Emery IUld Brice. Kallm} pursuant to idaho 
Criminal Rule 11, hereby agree as follows: 
The defendant win to ples.d guilty to Counts~ 11, and plead pursuant to North 
Carolina V3. Alford in Count m, aa listed in the THIRD AMENDED 1NDICT.tvl:ENT. 
The remaining oou.nts will be dismissed upon acceptance by the Court of this Rule 11 
Plea Agreement 1n exehang~ for the aforementioned pleas, tho partie!i agree that the 
detim.dant will be sentenced as follows: 
.. The. defendant win u.."ldergo a psychosexual evaluation by Dr. Johnston of SANE 
Solutions prior io stmt6Doing; 
~Terms and length of !entences will be opon to argument; 
IDA--'1{0 CRJMINAL RULE 11 PLEA AGREm,.mNT ?ag~; 1 of2 
9/€ 
~The Cou.i will retain jurisdiction in order to evaluate defendant for an approximate 
-Th~ state is free to argue for imposition of sentence after the reiaL'115d jurisdiction 
program. 
Other terms and conditions of this plea agreement: 
Should the Court declina to accept this Rule 11 plea agreemen4 the defendant 
shall be allowed to withdraw his pleas of"guilty" and t~e matt5r vviU be reset for jury 
trial. 
Date 
ting Attorney 
Jm1e~ C. Moditt, District Judge 
Dafendtmt 
DATED thia ___ day of _____ --12011 
IDAHO CR1MINA.L RiTJ..E 11 PLEA AGREEMENT Pag~ 2 of 2 
E DISTRICT COU RD JUDICIAL 
STATE OF I IN AND E COUNTY OF OWYHEE 
LEE EDD 
vs. 
Petitioner, 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
This is a civil action. 
THEREFORE, THIS ORDERS THAT: 
CASE NO. CV13-2860 
ORDER SETTING STATUS 
CONFERENCE, AND EViDENTIARY 
HEARING 
The above-described matter is set as follows: if an evidentiary hearing is granted 
it shall be set for a for a one-half day (1/2) day evidentiary hearing to commence on 
the 12th day of July, 2013 at 1:30 p.m. before the Honorable Molly J. Huskey, at the 
Owyhee County Courthouse, Murphy, Idaho. A telephonic status conference will be 
set for the 8th day July, 2013 at 8:15a.m. in Caldwell, Canyon County, idaho. 
THIS ALSO ORDERS that the following scheduling dates shall be complied 
with: 
(a) Amendment of pleadings shall be completed by April 3, 2013; 
(b) Any answers or responses shall comply with IRCP 12(a); 
(c) All discovery requests and supporting memoranda shall be completed by 
16, 2013; 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE, AND EVIDENTIARY HEARING- Page 1 
(d) The filing, noticing, and hearing of all pretrial motions, including motions 
for summary dismissal, shall be filed and noticed in compliance with 
IR.C. 56(c): 
(e) The last day for petitioner to disclose witnesses, including experts, 
together with their opinions and reports, shall be by May 30, 2013; 
(f) The last day for respondent to disclose rebuttal experts, together with 
their opinions and reports shall be June 6, 2013; 
(g) The court further notifies the parties they must strictly adhere to 
LR.C.P. 56{a), 56(b), 56(d) and 56(e). If affidavits setting out facts on 
personal knowledge do not demonstrate on their face the evidence 
contained therein is admissible under the Idaho Rules of Evidence (or a 
case on point construing the same} or I.C. §19-4903, the parties must 
file a memorandum in support of the affidavit(s) or applicable parts, 
specifically referencing the evidence in question and citing the court and 
opposing counsel to the rule or case supporting the court's consideration 
of the affidavit(s) proffered; 
(h) In the event any party elects to move to strike an affidavit as setting 
forth evidence that is not otherwise admissible, such moving party, in 
either the motion or a supporting memorandum, will direct the court 
with specificity to the paragraph or paragraphs objected to and will 
further cite the court to the rule or case that supports the motion to strike 
(i) The court reminds the parties that a motion under I.RC.P 37(a) 
requires a certification that the movant has, in good faith, conferred or 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE, AND EVIDENTIARY HEARING - Page 2 
attempted to confer with the party not making the disclosure (serving as 
the object of the motion) in an effort to secure the disclosure without 
court action. 
0) Any requests for judicial notice must specifically list and include the 
documents for which judicial notice is requested. 
(a) The parties shall review and comply with any and all standards articulated 1n 
Martinez v. Ryan, 132 S.Ct 1309 (2012); 
(b) Any amendments to the petition shall comply with LR.C.P. 15(a). Upon filing either 
the amended petition or a motion for leave to file the amended petition, counsel 
shall verify that he/she has visited with the petitioner, reviewed the ciaims listed in 
both the initial and amended post-conviction petition and obtained the petitioner's 
verified signature for the amended petition. 
THIS FURTHER ORDERS that ali parties shall file with the court no later than 
seven (7) days prior to the status conference the following: 
(a) A concise written statement of the theory of recovery or defense, the 
elements of such theory, and supporting authorities; 
(b) A written list identifying stipulated facts, all witnesses, and all exhibits to 
be introduced at trial, accompanied by a statement pertaining to each 
exhibit on whether each exhibit in question is stipulated as admissible; 
(c) A written statement that the parties have discussed settlement or the use 
of extrajudicial proceedings including alternative dispute techniques to 
resolve the dispute. 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE, AND EVIDENTIARY HEARING - Page 3 
Henceforth, ail parties shall submit two additional copies of all filed motions, 
briefs, supporting memoranda, and affidavits as foliows: 
El One hard copy to the Judge's chambers, and 
• One electronic copy, in MS WORD format, to the Judge's law clerk 
at the following email address: amedema@canyonco.org. 
THIS FINALLY ORDERS that: 
(a) Attorneys attending the status conference must have authority to enter 
into stipulations regarding factual issues and admissions of exhibits or of 
other evidence; and, 
(b) Noncompliance with this ORDER may result in the court imposing 
sanctions. 
(c) Ali exhibits each party intends to introduce at trial will be pre-marked 
in coordination with the court's clerk and under the positive control 
of the clerk throughout the trial. 
(d) Any open or closing presentations shall be pre-marked as 
demonstrative exhibits and provided to the court two (2) business 
days before trial. 
Dated this ___ 2_~ ___ day of March, 2013. 
J~ 
Molly J. H key U 
District Judge 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE, AND EVIDENTIARY HEARING- Page 4 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned certifies that on day of March, 2013, s/he served a true and 
correct copy of the original of the foregoing ORDER SETTING STATUS 
CONFERENCE, AND EVIDENTIARY HEARING on the following individuals m the 
manner described: 
• Upon counsel for the petitioner: 
Richard L. Harris 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
1023 Arthur St 
PO Box 1438 
Caldwell, ID 83606 
o upon counsel for respondent: 
Douglas D. Emery 
OWYHEE COUNTY PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE 
Owyhee County Courthouse 
PO Box 128 
Murphy, ID 83650 
when s/he caused the same to be deposited into the US Mails, sufficient postage 
attached. 
CHARLOTTE SHERBURN, Clerk of the Court 
ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE, EVIDENTIARY HEARING -Page 5 
E EDD GREEN, JR. 
Petitioner. 
vs 
STATE OF IDAHO. 
Respondent 
nand 
) 
) 
) 
-- } 
) 
) 
) 
Case No 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case 1s hereby set for 
Telephonic Status Conference Monday, May 13,2013 01:00PM 
Judge Molly J Huskey 
Locat1on Canyon County Courthouse, Caldwell, 10 83605 
(Mr. Emery will appear in Courtrooom #1, Murphy. Idaho) 
(Mr Harris can appear telephonically or appear at the Canyon County Courthouse) 
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of this Notice of Hearing entered by the Court and 
on file in this office. I further certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on this date Friday. April 
19. 2013. 
Richard L. Harris 
F ax:459-1300 
Douglas D. Emery 
Copy placed in basket 
Notice of! 
Dated Fnday, April19, 2013 
Charlotte Sherburn 
Clerk Of The District Court 
By 
Deputy Clerk 
'08 
A man 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 
Attached· NOH 
Thanks, 
Trina 
Trina Aman 
Friday, Aprill9, 2013 1104 AM 
Linda Steude (secls@canyonco.org) 
FW Lee Green 
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Third Judicial District Court, State of Idaho 
In and For the County of Owyhee FILED /ltJI A.M. P.M. 
LEE EDD GREEN, JR, 
Petitioner, 
vs 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent 
. ~---·~·~-.... ~·····~-M.I.!!Q_t\y •. ! da h o 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No: 
APR l 9 2013 
Deputy Clerk 
CV -2013-0002860-M 
) 
) 
) 
) NOTICE OF HEARING 
···-·~··--~~-·~--·· ······~-- ) 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above~entitled case is hereby set for: 
Telephonic Status Conference Monday, May 13, 2013 01:00PM 
Judge Molly J. Huskey 
Location: Canyon County Courthouse, Caldweii, ID 83605 
(Mr. Emery will appear in Courtrooom #1, Murphy, Idaho) 
(Mr. Harris can appear telephonically or appear at the Canyon County Courthouse) 
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of this Notice of Hearing entered by the Court and 
on file in this office. I further certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on this date Friday, April 
19, 2013. 
Richard Harris 
Fax45g.·1300 
No Dare dmJ T ;rne Destmalion T1mes Type Hesuli Heso'.ut1on I ECM 
00011' FAX OK 20Cix200 F1ne! On 
vs 
JR., 
Petitioner, 
udicial District Court, State of Idaho 
nd For the County of 
Murphy, Idaho 
Honorable Dated: May 13, 2013 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
Case No: CV-2013-0002860-M 
COURT MINUTES 
Telephonic- Recording Courtroom #1 Murphy 
Time: 1:05 p.m. 
THE ABOVE ENTITLED MATTER Came on regularly for hearing a Status Conference. Douglas D. 
Emery , Owyhee County Prosecuting Attorney, present. Richard Harris not present. 
The Court noted that Mr. Harris was not present in Caldwell and was not present telephonically. 
Notice of Hearing was faxed to Mr. Harris's Office April 19, 2013 instructing him to appear at the 
Canyon County Courthouse or telephonically. 
The Court inquired of the Mr. Emery and the Clerk, as to whether or not Mr. Harris contacted the 
Clerk's Office. 
The Clerk and Mr. Emery both responded that Mr. Harris had not contacted their Offices. 
The Court is close to issuing an Order to Show Cause for Mr. Harris to appear before the Court and 
explain his failure to appear. 
The Court requested that a new conflict attorney be appointed for the petitioner in this matter. 
It was noted that Mr. Harris is retained counseL 
The Court will reset a telephonic status conference for July 8, 2013 at 1:00 p.m. 
Notice of! lcaring 
Dated: Monday, May 13, 2013 
Charlotte Sherburn 
Clerk Of The District Court 
By: 
vs 
EDD GREEN. JR 
Petitioner. 
Court, State of 
and For the County of Owyhee 
Idaho 
) 
OF IDAHO. Case No CV-2013-0002860-M 
Respondent AMENDED 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-ent1tled case is hereby set for 
Telephonic Status Conference 
Monday, July 08, 2013 01:00PM 
Judge Molly J Huskey 
Locat1on Canyon County Courthouse, Caldwell, Idaho 
Mr. Emery will appear in Courtroom #1, Murphy, Idaho 
Mr. Harris must provide the Court with a telephone number that he may be reached at or 
personally appear at Judge Huskey's or Linda Steude's Office at the Canyon County Courthouse in 
Caldwell for further instructions. 
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of this Notice of Hearing entered by the Court and 
on file in this office. I further certify that cop1es of th1s Notice were served as follows on this date Monday, May 
13. 2013. 
Richard L Harris 
Fax: 459-1300 
Douglas D Emery 
Copy placed in basket 
\;ot icc nf I 
Dated Monday. May 13. 2013 
Charlotte Sherburn 
Clerk Of The District Court 
By 
Deputy Clerk 
' 08 
Trina Aman 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 
Attached: Amended NOH 
Thanks, 
Trina 
Trina Aman 
Tuesday, May 2013 08:22 AM 
Tara Hill (secth@canyonco.org); Lmda Steude 
F W Lee Edd Green Jr vs. State of Idaho (\! 
doc20130513165633.pdf 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF OWYHEE 
LEE EDD GREEN, 
Petitioner, 
VS. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent 
CASE NO. CV13-2860 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO DISMISS 
UNIFORM POST -CONVICTION 
PETITION 
In Owyhee County case CR-2011-6870, pursuant to a plea agreement, the 
Petitioner pleaded guilty to two counts of Lewd Conduct With a Child under 16 and one 
count of felony Injury to Child. Pursuant to the plea agreement, the Petitioner waived his 
right to file an appeal, a motion pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 35, and any petitions 
pursuant to the Uniform Post-Conviction Petition Act. He was sentenced to a unified 
term of 20 years, with 10 years fixed. concurrently, on each of the lewd conduct charges 
and a unified term of 10 years, with five (5) years fixed on the injury to child, with this 
sentence running consecutively to the lewd conduct charges, with the court retaining 
jurisdiction. The Judgment of Conviction was entered December 20, 2011. 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO DISMISS- Page -1 
Following the retained jurisdiction program, the Court relinquished jurisdiction 
The Petitioner a motion pursuant to !daho Criminal Rule 35 which was dented 
based on the plea agreement The Petitioner also filed an appeal, which was dismissed 
by the Idaho Supreme Court A Remittitur was issued September 12, 2012. 
The Petitioner filed this petition pursuant to the Uniform Post-Conviction Petition 
Act, on December 13, 2012. In this verified petition, the Petitioner claims that: 
1 . He received ineffective assistance of counsel because his attorney: 
a. Presented no defense to the charge; 
b. Did not subpoena witnesses that would support a self-defense claim 
nor did he raise the self-defense claim: 
c. Relied on a mistaken identity claim and told the Petitioner that it was 
the victim's word against the Petitioner's; 
d. Never called the Defendant as a witness to refute the identification of 
the Petitioner by the victim; 
e. Did not present the affidavit of an eye witness that established the 
victim was the aggressor and that any act of the Petitioner was done 1n 
self-defense or in response to the victim's actions; 
f. Counsel refused to raise the self-defense claim or put on witnesses for 
that defense; 
2. Because of counsel's actions (or inactions), the Petitioner has been wrongly 
convicted of the offense. 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO DISMISS Page -2 
The State filed an objection, asserting that Petitioner has waived his right to 
file this petition based on the plea agreement and that the Petition IS untimely 
Based on the above, the Court issues this Proposed Notice of Intent to Dismiss and 
gives the Petitioner 30 days to respond to the issues addressed herein The Court 
gives notice of its Intent to Dismiss on the following grounds: 
Timeliness 
Post-conviction petition must be filed "within one (1) year from the expiration of 
the time for appeal or from the determination of an appeal or from the determination of a 
proceeding following an appeal, whichever is later." !.C. § 19-4902(a). In this case, 
because the Petitioner waived his right to file an appeal, he had one year to file his post-
conviction petition from the entry of judgment, thus, he had one year from December 20, 
2011, or until December 20, 2012. Because the petition was not filed until March 6, 
2013, the court finds the petition was not timely filed, nor has any evidence been 
presented to justify any equitable tolling, therefore, the Court gives nottce of its intent to 
dismiss the petition on this ground. 
Waiver of Right to File Post-Conviction Petition 
The court declines to dismiss the Petition on this ground While Petitioner may 
have waived the right to file a petition pursuant to the Uniform Post Conviction Petition 
Act, the State has not established that it was a knowing, intelligent and voluntary waiver 
of his statutory right to seek collateral rev1ew. A waiver provision of this sort creates a 
conflict of interest for the defense attorney who advises his client to accept such a term 
of the plea agreement, particularly where the defense attorney is advising the client to 
waive any claims against his defense counsel without getting any independent advice 
about the waiver (See NACDL Ethics Advisory Committee Formal Opinion 12-02, 
NOT!CE OF INTENT TO DISMISS- Page -3 
October 27 2012 (opining that "the rules of professional ethics prohibit a criminal 
defense lawyer from signing a plea agreement !im!ting cltent's ability claim 
meffective assistance of counsel [because] the lawyer has a conflict of interest because 
it becomes a prospective limiting of liability.") Such a provision can also create an 
ethical violation for the prosecutor who seeks such a waiver !d. As such, the Court 
declines to find the waiver of the right to pursue post-conviction relief was a knowing, 
intelligent and voluntary waiver. 
Therefore, it is HEREBY ORDERED, that unless the Petitioner provides 
admissible evidence to address the above deficiency, the Petition will be dismissed on 
June 17, 2013. 
Dated this 14th day of May, 2013. 
I \Jl t~ ~thAKlLA/ 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO DISMISS- Page -4 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned certifies that on the 14th day of May, 2013, s/he served a true and 
correct copy of the original of the foregoing NOTICE OF INTENT TO DISMISS 
PETITION on the following individuals in the manner described: 
~t upon counsel for petitioner: 
Richard L. Harris 
P.O. Box 1438 
Caldwell, Idaho 83606-1438 
$ upon counsel for Respondent: 
Douglas Emery 
P 0. Box 128 
Murphy, Idaho 83650 
lit and upon Petitioner: 
Lee Edd Green #1 01330 
Idaho State Correctional Institution 
Unit 14 
P 0. Box 14 
Boise Idaho 83707 
and/or when s/he deposited each a copy of the foregoing ORDER in the U.S Mail with 
sufficient postage to individuals at the addresses listed above 
! 
CHRts--v:AMAMOTO, 
Clerk of the Court 
Deputy Clerk of the Court 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO DISMISS- Page -5 
RICHARD L HARRIS 
A ttomey at Law 
P.O. Box i438 
CaldwelL Id. 83606-1438 
Telephone (208) 459~ J 588 
Facsimile (208) 459-1300 
!SB # 13&7 
Anomcy for Petitioner 
PAGE 
fN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF OWYHEE 
LEE E. GREEN. JR.,. ) 
) 
CASE NO. 
Petitioner. 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE 
AN AMENDED PETITION FOR 
POST CONVICTION RELIEF AND 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
COMES NOW the above named Petitioner by and through his attorney and 
moves the court for an Order permitting and allo-wing the filing of an Amended Petition 
for Post Conviction Relief, a copy of which is attached to this Motion and made a part 
thereof The grounds of this Motion are as follows: 
l. This motion is made pursuant to Rule ICR. 
2. Clarification of the issues subject to the Petition for Post Conviction is needed 
to more specificaHy frame the issues before the Court in support of 
Defendant's entry of an Alford plea of guilty. the Rule 11 Plea Agreement and 
AMEND FOR 
lCJ 
R!CH~RD L H~RRIS PC.GE 
the issues involving the waiver of Defendant's right to file Rule 35 motions. 
right to file an appeal. and right to pursue post conviction relief. 
3. Clarification is needed in the pleading to more clearly allege factors indicating 
ineffective assistance of counseL 
4. Defendant has previousiy filed with the Court an affidavit in support of his 
Petition which should be considered in support of this motion to amend the 
petition. 
Dated this __!:i_ day of May. 2013. 
Richard L. Hanis 
Attorney for Defendant 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
TO: Clerk of the Court 
Doug Emery, Owyhee County Prosecuting Attorney 
Please take Notice that the Defendant will call for hearing the above and 
foregoing Motion to Amend Petition for Post Conviction Relief at the hour of 1 :00 
p.m .. July 8. 2013 or as soon thereafter as the matter can be heard at the courtroom of 
the above entitled Court. Owyhee County Courthouse, Murphy, Idaho. 
Dated this J4 day of May. 2013. 
TO A1<v1END FOR CONVICI10N 
ill 
RICHARD H.0.RRI 
The undersigned does hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregomg 
1 nstrument was served upon the following this _/(_ day of May. 2013: 
Douglas Emery 
Owyhee County Prosecutor 
P. 0. Box 128 
Murphy. Idaho 83650 
Facsimile: (208) 495-2592 
UNITED STATE IV1AIL 
COURTHOUSE BASKET 
FACS!l\·1ILE 
RICHARD L. HARRIS 
A D !TION FOR POST CO~viCTION - 3 
RICHARD L HARRIS 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 1328 
Caldwell, ld. 83606-1438 
Telephone (208) 459-1588 
Facsimile (208) 459-1300 
ISB # 1387 
Attorney For: Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COCNTY OF OWYHEE 
LEE E. GREEN. Jr., 
Petitioner. 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CR-'Wl1.:U6870 
MEMORANDUM IN 
OPPOSITION OF INTENT TO 
DISMISS PETITION FOR POST 
CO!\'VICTION RELIEF 
Pt\GL 02/ l 
COMES NOW Counsel for the above named Defendant and submits the 
folloVYing Memorandum in Opposition to the Notice ofintent to Dismiss Petition for Post 
Conviction Relief filed previously by the Court. 
STATEMENT OF CASE 
The Defendant entered an "Alford'' plea of guilty pursuant to a Rule 11 Plea 
Agreement to two counts of Lewd Conduct \vith a child under 16 in violation of Idaho 
Code 18-1508. and one count of Felony Injury to a Child in violation ofldaho Code 18 · 
1501 ( 1) on November 28, 20 l L The Rule 11 Plea Agreement specifically provided that 
the Corni retain jurisdiction in the matter to allow an opportunity for the Board of 
Corrections to evaluate the Defendant to determine if he wa..'> a suitable candidate for 
MEMORi\1'<'"DUM TN OPPOSITION OF rNTENT TO DISMISS PETITION POST 
C001VICTION -Page 1 
R I Crt'\RD c H?\RR IS 0311 g 
community based supervision. The Court sentenced Defendant on December 20. 
2011 to an aggregate term of 15, years by 15 years indeterminate with the 
Cour\ retaining jurisdiction for 180 days. A revie\v hearing was held on the Retained 
Jurisdiction on hme 8, 2012 and an Order Relinquishing Jurisdiction and imposing the 
underlying sentence was entered on June 15, 2012. The Court had received an 
evaluation from the Board of Corrections recommending the Defendant be returned to the 
community and be placed on probation. Notwithstanding the recommendation. the Court 
dropped jurisdiction and imposed the sentence. Then Counsel for the Defendant on 
June26. 2012. filed a Rule 35 Motion requesting a reduction of sentence. A Notice of 
Appeal was filed on June 27, 2012. An Order denying the Rule 35 Motion was entered 
on August 27, 2012. An Order of the Idaho Supreme Court dismissing the appeal was 
entered on. August 22, 2012. Both dismissals were based upon the Defendant's waiver of 
both of those rights as part of the Rule i 1 plea agreement. A Remittitur remanding the 
case from the Supreme Court to the District Court was filed on September 12, 2012. The 
Defendant filed a Petition for Post Conviction relief on March 6, 2013. Pending before 
the Court is Defendant's Amended Petition for Post Conviction Relief and Defendant is 
requesting icave of Court to file the Amended Petition and proceed on the basis of the 
Amended Petition. 
ISSUES BEFORE CO CRT 
ON WH/\ T DATE D1D THE 0\.'E YEAR STATUTE OF Ll:VHTATIONS 
BEGfN TO RUN 0~ DEFENDANTS PETITION FOR POST 
CONVICTION RELIEF· 
MEMORANDU:VI N OPPOSITION DISMISS PETITION 
RELIEF - Page 2 
b:4B RICHARD L. Hf'<RR I PC1GE 04! S 
(a) Was the beginning date December 21,201 L the day following the original 
sentence and the day after the Judgment and Commitment Retained 
Jurisdiction was filed? 
(b) Was the beginning date June I 6, 2012, the day following the date of the 
Order Relinquishing Jurisdiction by the District Court? 
(c) Was the beginning date August 18, 2012, the day following the Order 
denying the relief requested by the Rule 35 Motion? Or August 23. 2012, 
the day following the Order dismissing the Appeal to the Supreme Court? 
Or September !3, 2012, the day following the Remittitur from the 
Supreme Court to the District Court? 
ARGUMEVf AND AUTHORlTIES 
The Court on May 14. 2013, entered a "NOTICE OF TI'\ITENT TO DISMISS 
liNIFORl\1 POST-CONVICTION PETITION'' . Subsequent to the filing of the 
Defendant's Petition for Post Conviction Relief. the prosecuting attorney for Ovvyhce 
Colli1ty filed an objection to the Petition alleging that the Defendant had waived his right 
to pursue post conviction relief because in pursuing the plea of guilty pursuant to Rule 
11, I CR. the Defendant expressly waived the right to do so, and he further alleged the 
Petition was untimely. The Court has given notice that intends to dismiss the Petition on 
timeliness but has declined to dismiss the Petition on a waiver of right to file for post 
conviction relief. 
The Coun by the Notice stated: 
" ... the State has not established that it was a knowing. intelligent and voluntary 
waiver of his statutory right to seek collateral review. A waiver provision of this 
sort creates a confiict of interest for the defense attorney who advises his client to 
accept such a term of the plea agreement, particularly where the dcfcn:se attorney 
is advising the client to vvaive any claims against his defense counsel without 
getting any independent advice about the waiver. (See NACDL Ethics Advisory 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITIO::\ OF INTENT 
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Commhee Fonnal Opinion 12-02, Octo1x.'f 27. 2012 (opining that 'the rules 
professional ethics prohibit a criminal defense lawyer from signing a plea 
agreement limiting the client's ability to claim ineffective assistance of counsel 
[because] the lawyer has a conflict of interest because it becomes a prospective 
limiting of liability:') Such a provision can also create an ethical violation for the 
prosecutor who seeks such a w'aiver. ld" 
It is assumed by the Defendant by the Court's foregoing statement that if there was not a 
''knowing. intelligent and voluntary waiver of his statutory right to seek collateral 
review:· likev.ise there was not a knowing, intelligent and voluntary waiver of his right 
to file a Rule 35 motion or a right to file an appeal It is the waivc'f of those two rights 
that is the essence of this claim of ineffective assistance of counsel. among other 
allegations. Some background is necessary. The Defendant's plea to the charges upon 
which he was sentenced was based upon a Rule l 1 binding plea agreement. The 
importance of the plea agreement was that the Court would retain jurisdiction a..nd place 
the Defendant on the "rider" prograrn notwithstanding the underlying sentence. In 
agreeing to that resolution of the case the Defendant agreed to forego other defenses 
which he believed were important to him, and the assurance he would be placed on 
probation after completion of the rider. He would not have agreed to the plea 
arrangement were not that the if that was not the basis of the agreement. On December 
20" 2011 when pronouncing judgment m this mattet the Court did retain jurisdiction in 
this case. The title of the judgment is "Judgment and Commitment Retained 
Jurisdiction.'' The Defendant was committed to the Board of Corrections to determine if 
he could qualify for community based supervision on probation. The Defendant did 
receive a recommendation for community based probation. Howevec the Court did not 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION OF TO DISMlSS 
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agree with the recommendation of the Review Comm ittce and relinquished jurisdiction of 
the Court resulting in a situation where Defendant would serve the sentence imposed 
It is the Order of the Court relinquishing jurisdiction that has brought this case to 
the posture that it is today. It 'WaS anticipated by Defendant's attorney at the time and the 
assurance he conveyed to the Defendant. that if the Defendant completed a favorable 
rider and received a recommendation of probation that the Court would place the 
Defendant on probation. This counsel has practiced Jaw in Canyon County for over forty 
years, both as a prosecutor and as defense counseL and this is the first case 1 am aware of 
where a court has retained jurisdict1on, where a defendant has received a probation 
recommendation by the Board of Corrections Review Commirtee and the Court has 
dropped jurisdiction and not placed the defendant on probation. There have been cases 
where a defendant has not received a probation recommendation from the review 
committee and the court dropped jurisdiction. That is a reasonable response by the court 
The court requires a defendant to conduct himself on the rider in such manner as to earn a 
recommendation of probation. But where a Defendant has d011e so and received such 
recommendation it is expected that the court will follow that recommendation and allow 
the defendant an opportunity to succeed on probation 
[t is at the point where the Court relinquished jurisdiction in this case that it 
becomes convoluted. Idaho Code 19-4902(a) establishes the time frame in which an 
application for post conviction relief may be filed. That statute provides in part: 
·• ... An application may be filed at any t1me within one (1) year from the 
expiration of the time for appeal or from the determination of an appeal or from 
the determination of a proceeding following an appeaL v1.:hichever is later.'' 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSI110\J DISMISS FOR POST 
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The question then is when did the expiration of the time for appeal begin? When 
was that date? Did it begin on December 20, 201 l, hononng waiver of an appeal 
contained in the plea agreement? The Coun has announced in t..~e Notice of Intent to 
Dismiss that the one year period of time commenced to run from December 20, 2011, or 
until December 20. 2013 apparently honoring the waiver in the plea agreement. Ifthe 
waiver was not honored. then the expiration of the appeal time would have been 42 days 
later or January 31, 2012. Since the Defendant's Petition was not filed until March 13, 
2013. the Court has determined the Petition was not filed timely under either calculation 
of time and therefore should be dismissed. But is December 20. 2011 or January 31, 
2012, the correct date when the time for post conviction relief began to run? 
The judgment and commitment and sentence entered on December 20, 201 L 
reserved jurisdiction with the Court for up to 180 days. It was contemplated that if the 
Defendant performed well on his rider and rece1ved a recommendation of probation he 
would be placed on probation and consequently in the nonnal course of things there 
would have no necessity to file an appeal or even a Rule 35 motion to request of the court 
further relief. However. here at the rider review hearing jurisdiction was dropped and the 
sentence imposed. Rule 35, ICR, provides in part" ... The court may reduce a sentence 
within 120 days after the filing of a judgment of conviction or within 120 days after the 
court releases retained jurisdiction:' No one would waive the right to file a Rule 35 
motion in a situation where the court releases retained jurisdiction particularly in a 
situation where the review committee recommends probation. Jeopardy to the Defendant 
had not attached until the court released its jurisdiction. The Rule also provides that 
" ... no defenda,-,_t may file more than one motion seeking a reduction of sentence under 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION OF INTENT S PETITION POST 
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this Rule." It makes no sense to file such motion until there is an affinnative need to do 
so and in this instance that would not occur until junsdiction was released by the court. 
A defendant has an affinnative rig.1.t to appeal from an adverse ruling on a Rule 35 
:\1otion. (Rule ll(c) IAR) Here, the Defendant v.as precluded from filing a Rule 35 
motion because such right to do so was waived by the language of the plea agreement. 
When he did so anywav. it was dismissed on the grounds that he had waived such right. 
As such counsel failed the defendant by agreeing to the waiver of his post judgment 
rights on the assumption he would be placed on probation if he did a good rider. 
However there is case law to the effect that a Ruil ~ 35 motion is not reviewable under the 
Cnifonn Post~conviction Procedure Act. Hank<; v State, 121 Ida.l-to 153, 823 P.2d 187 
(Ct. App. 1992), Fox v. State, 129 Idaho 88L 934 P.2d 947 (Ct. App. 1997) 
Yioreover, it makes no sense to appeal J rom the "Judgment and Commitment 
Retained Jurisdiction" prior to the expiration oft he retained jurisdiction. The case law 
indicates that expiration of the time to file an appeal is enlarged by a sentence in which 
the court retains jurisdiction. "In a criminal c~ .;e, the time to file an appeal is enlarged 
by the length of time the district court retains jurisdiction, however when the court 
releases retained jurisdiction or places the defer1daJ1t on probation. the time limitation for 
filing starts to run. Perfecting an appeal vvithin the specified time is jurisdictional 
requirement and an appeal taken after expira cion of the filing period must be dismissed.'' 
State v Joyner. 12 I Tdaho 376 at 378 (Idaho App. 1992): Stale v. Tucker. i03 Idaho 885. 
888. 655 P.2d 92. 95 (Ct. App. 1982). The period to file such an appeal is 42 days from 
the date the court releases its jurisdiction. 
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defendant would have had 120 days from that date to file a Rule 35 days 
or to July 27 to file a direct appeaL In fact Counsei filed a Rule 35 Motion timely \vhich 
was dismissed On August 17. 2012, .and an appeal was dismissed by the Supreme Court 
on August 23. 2012. The remittitur from the Supreme Court was filed on September 13. 
2012. So was the correct time to file "' Petition for Post Conviction relief December 20, 
2012. or one year from June IS, 2012 <Jr one year from September 13, 20J2? In the 
event that retained jurisdiction enlarges o'1e time in which to file an appeal or a Ruic 35 
motion as the case law cited above indicates, it must of necessity enlarge the time to file a 
Petition for Post Conviction Relief. Therefc1re the com::ct date from which to calculate 
the filing of an appeal in this case would have heen not December 20, 20 ll, but 42 days 
from June 15, 2012, when the Order releasing juJisdiction by the distf:icl court occurred. 
Therefore, based upon that understanding, the Petition here was timely {iled. And that 
would be true even considering a waiver by the Defendant of his right to appeal. 
\Vith reference to the waiver of his right to file post conviction r. 1otions. etc., the 
affidavit of Mr. Green states: "I do not ever remember being told ox receiving any 
infonnation that as part of that agreeme:nt I would waive my Rule 35 and appeal rights. 
The waiver of the Rule 35 and appeal rights apparently was put on the act,ual agreement 
in somcone's hand\\nting after l had signed on to the Rule 11 Plea Agreement. r have no 
recollection of the handVvTiting being on the agreement at the time I signed or aJ2•proved 
the agreement. ... l just know that it wa.s never mentioned to me during the discuss ions 
about the agreement What was repeated several times was that T would do a rider ar.1d 
get probation.'' (Affidavit of Lee E. Grecm, Jr. P. 2) 
MEMORANDUM OPPOSITl0\1 OF TNTENT TO DISMISS PETITION FOR P0~.5T 
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Moreover. at paragraph 17 of Mr. Green's affidavit it sets forth ~ith particularity 
L1e precise elements of L~c failure counsel to provide effective rt.--presentation with 
reference to the waiver issue. But in addition the Defendant entered an "Alford" plea of 
guilty to the charges because he believed he had defenses to the charges brought against 
him but the same were not fully investigated or pursued and ultimately relied on the 
promises made to him that if he served a good retained jurisdiction program he would be 
placed on probation. Relying on that promise he accepted the plea agreement and entered 
his plea. 
The Court in its Notice of Intent to Dismiss the Petition has stated that it has 
declined to dismiss on the grounds of the waiver of defendant's right to file such Petition 
but rather on timeliness of the Petition. But, based on the foregoing a dismissal on 
timeliness would be in error. 
CONCLUSION 
The retention of jurisdiction in this matter by the Court enlarged the time in which 
the Defendant could file a direct appeal to the appellate court. Even if there was a waiver 
of the Defendant's right to appeal. the limitation of time would not have commenced 
Respectfully submitted this 
Richard L. Harris 
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The undersigned does hereby certify that a true and correct copy of 
instrument was serv·ed upon the following this fi( day of May, 2013: 
foregoing 
Douglas Emery 
Owyhee County Prosecutor 
P. 0. Box 128 
Murphy, Idaho 83650 
Facsimile: (208) 495-2592 
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UNITED STATE J\.1AIL 
COURTHOUSE BASK 
/ FACSIMILE 
SM!SS PETTTlON 
RICHARD L. HARRIS 
:\ttorney at Law 
P 0. Box 1438 
Caidwe!L Jd. 83606-143 8 
Telephone (208) 459-1588 
Facsimile (208) 459-1300 
lSB#l387 
Attorney for Petitioner 
TN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE THJRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO. n-.; AND FOR THE CO'lJNTY OF OWYHEE 
LEE E. GREEN, JR ... 
Petitioner. 
VS. 
THE STATE OF IDAHO. 
Respondent 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. 
AMENDED PETITIION FOR 
POST CONVICTIO:\ RELIEF 
COMES NOW the above named Petitioner by and through his attorney and 
suhmits this Amended Petition for Post Conviction Relief this and alleges as follows: 
Petitioner is presently in the custody of the Idaho Board of Corrections. A 
Judgment and Commitment Retained Jurisdiction was entered in the above named Court 
on December 20. 20 ll sentencing the Defendant to an aggregate renn to the Board of 
Corrections for 15 years fixed followed by 15 years indetenninate with the Court 
retaining jurisdiction for 180 days. The rider review was conducted on June 8. 2012. 
v..ith the Court relinquishing jurisdiction and imposing the underlying s(;nttence by Order 
of the Court dated June 15, 2012. A Rule 35 Motion for a reduction of S(~ntence was filed 
on June 26, 2012. A Notice of Appeal was filed on June 27. 2012. An Order denying the 
AMEK'DED FOR POST CONVICT10~ 
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Rule 35 Motion was entered on August 17. 12. An Order dismissing the appeal was 
entered on August 2 and a Remittitur :emanding the case from the Supreme Court 
to the District Court was fiied of record on September 12, 2012 The defendant !S 
confined currently to the custody of the Board of Corrections. 
2. This Petition is brought pursuant to the Idaho Unifonn Post-Conviction 
Procedure Act Idaho Code Section 19-4901 et. seq. 
'3. This Petition is supported by the affidavit of the Petitioner which IS 
attached hereto and made part of this Petition by reference. 
4. Defendant was represented at the DistTict Court trial proceedings by the 
Owyhee County Public Defenders Office. 
5. Defendant declares that he received ine-ffective assist<L'lcc at the trial of the 
above referenced matter in the following particulars: 
a. Defendant's attorney presented no defense to the charges against him 
or conducting a complete investigation regarding the charges. 
That Defendant's attorney knew tha't defenses existed and that 
witnesses existed in support of his defense. But Counsel did not 
investigate or subpoena such witnesses on Defendant's behalf 
c Defendant's counsel apparently relied upon a mistaken identity claim, 
asserting that the State's case in support t'f the charge amounted to 
only the victim's word against the word of th.e Defendant. 
That even though trial counsel was aware that defenses existed and 
knew witnesses were available at the time of trial to raise such 
defenses, counsel did not proceed with such cia im and refused to offer 
such defense even though Defendant requested he do so, and provided 
the names of the witnesses who could support such claims and 
defenses. Rather trial counsel urged the Defendant to resolve the case 
through a plea rather than pursue defenses that pertained to the 
allegations. 
c. Trial Counsel permitted and allowed the Rule ll Plea Agreement to 
contain language which waived Defendant's right to appeal the 
Judgment and Commitment Retained Jurisdiction entered on 
December 20, 201 1: or appeal from the Order Relinquishing 
Jurisdiction entered June 15.2012: or from filing a Rule 35 Motion for 
FOR 
a modification of the sentence or even pursuing a post conviction relief 
proceeding. 
Trial counsel failed to ensure language was contained in the Rule 11 
Plea agreement that in the event the Review Committee recommended 
probation that the court would place the Defendant on probation. 
g. Trial counsel assured the Defendant the Plea Agreement provided that 
whatever the sentence the court would retain jurisdiction and after 
completion of the rider the Defendant would be placed on probation 
and then it would be up to the Defendant to complete the probation 
satisfactorily. 
h. 1 request this court take judicial notice of the all of the records. 
documents and filings in the criminal case including all post trial 
proceedings affidavits and other documents filed in the above Court 
and designated as Case No. CR-2011-6870 and all proceedings 
incident thereto. 
6. The Court filed It's Notice of Intent to Dismiss Uniform Post-Conviction 
Petition, filed of record \lv1th the Clerk on May 14, 2013. The Defendant requests the 
filing of this Amended Petition for Post Conviction Relief as a partial response to the 
Court's Notice of Intent to Dismiss and seeks leave of Court to aliow and permit such 
filing. 
7. I respectfully request the Court conduct a hearing on this Petition and 
grant relief as may be appropriate including re-arraignment and a grant of a new trial 
ba3ed upon the foregoing. 
DATED: This/_ day of May, 2013. 
RICHARD L. HARRIS 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
: ss 
County of Canyon 
Lee E. Green. Jr. upon his oath being first duly sworn deposes and says: I am the 
Defendant in the above entitled matter; that I have read the above and foregoing petition, 
know the contents thereof and believe the statements therein contained are true and 
correct as I verily believe. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWOR!"J to before me. the undersigned Notarv Public in 
and for said State on the Z..L_ ·~day of May, 2013. - " 
AMENDED PETrfiON 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at: 
Commission expires: 
POST CONVICTION -Page 4 
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i the undersigned do hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
instrument was served on the fo llmving &~ day of May, 2013. 
Douglas Emery 
Ov .. yhcc County Prosecutor 
Owyhee County Courthouse 
P.O. Box 128 
:Vfurphy, Idaho 83650 
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Respondent. 
NOW, 
E~Y, Owyhee County Prosecuting 
wh 
STA-rES WiT 
state intends 
is 
iam H. We:lman. 
David J. Smethers. 
Deputy Canyon 
of Change of Pleas. 
Lynn Guyer, Warden: 
Bryan Gimmeson, LPC: 
Witnesses referenced 
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Douglas D. Emery 
Owyhee County Prosecuting Attorney 
Owyhee County Courthouse 
P 0 Box 128 
Murphy, Idaho 83650 
Phone 208-495-1153 
Facsimile 208-495-2592 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
Vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, iN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF OWYHEE 
EDD GREEN, JR.. 
Petitioner, 
ESTATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent 
STATE'S MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT OF RE-NEWED MOTION 
l TO DISMiSS UNIFORM POST 
; CONVICTION RELIEF PETITION 
COMES NOW, Respondent State of Idaho, by and through, Douglas D. Emery, 
Owyhee County Prosecuting Attorney to submit the STATES MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT OF RE-NEWED MOTION TO DISMISS PETITiON. 
DISCUSSION 
The March 6, 2013 petition filed under the Uniform Post Conviction Act is 
untimely as petitioner had one (1) year from the entry of the judgment of 
December 20, 2011 or not later than December 21, 2012. in which to file 
STATE'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF RE-NEWED MOTION TO DISMISS 1 
Change of plea before Renae J. Hoff, District Judge 
On page 8 of Petitioner's Memorandum 1n Opposition to Dismtss Petition, a 
statement attributable to petitioner reflects that Mr. Green now asserts 
"I do not ever remember being told or receiving information that a part of that 
<ICR 11 Plea> agreement that I would waive my Rule 35 and appeal nghts. 
While petitioner now asserts that he iacks recollection of that Rule 11 Agreement 
wh1ch he signed along with his attorney petitioner in fact acknowledged such 
agreement and that that he was waiving all rights to challenge his sentence and ail post 
conviction relief rights. in exchange for the states dismissal of several viable felony 
counts. 
The Rule 11 Agreement expressly provided that the---
"Terms and length of sentences Wlli be open for argument," and that ''The state 
is free to argue for imposition of sentence after the retained jurisdiction was free 
to bears petitioner's signature. as well as those of the prosecutor and defense 
counsel." Emphasis added 
That agreement and pet1tioner s knowing and voluntary and intelligent waiver of 
his rights were placed on record at the time of the entry of plea, August 4, 2011, before 
the Honorable Renae J. Hoff. (An official transcript of that change of plea hearing has 
been requested and is being prepared) 
Sentencing before Gregory M. Culet, District Judge 
Petitioner further acknowledged that he had waived his post conviction rights as 
part of the negotiated resolution of the case. at the sentencing November 28, 2011 
STATE'S MEMORANDUM !N SUPPORT OF RE-NEWED MOTION TO DISMISS 2 
A true and correct copy of the court's audio recording of the November 20, 
2011 Sentence Hearing is enclosed, as ATTACHMENT 1. 
Pertinent excerpts of the sentencing before Judge Culet reflect 
* * 
JUDGE CULET: There are other factors that come fit . . in your case Mr. Green. You 
are self-absorbed, self-centered and selfish. I mean everything about this case was 
about someone who never looked past their need for their own satisfaction. Emphasis 
added. 
Count I and II Lewd Conduct with a minor under 16-There will be ... in each 
case a commitment of 10 years fixed followed by 10 years indeterminate for a total of 20 
concurrent with each other on each case. I will retain jurisdiction for up to 365 days with 
the recommendation that the department utilize the sex offender program. 
Count Ill: Felony Injury to a Child there will be a 10 year commitment with 5 years 
fixed and 5 years determinate and that will run consecutive to the other sentences 
Total of 30 year commitment to the DOC with 15 years fixed. Now I will retain 
jurisdiction on that case also for a period of 365 days. 
Understand the realities; the offenses in this case are egregious. The destruction 
that occurs is significant. The psychosexual evaluation requires that until you are even 
if you make probation you will need to be supervised for decades because of the risk to 
the public. Now I am aware in my tenure as a judge where the perpetrator of the crime 
have in fact turned things around in their lives. I have been in numerous seminars 
where there have been questions asked by judges in the audience and/or lawyers who 
ever is participating--- 0. DOES THIS TREATMENT WORK? And the point is, yes it 
can work and it can make changes in people, it can change how they think, how they 
behave, how they act, but there is an entire convoluted, sick thinking process that goes 
on with this, .. . and typically. . it takes a lengthy period of time. Emphasis added. 
Now retained jurisdiction is designed to see if you are a candidate for that 
program. You need to understand also that sex offenders who take advantage of the 
treatment ... even if they don't get a retained jurisdiction tend to be eligible for release 
upon ... serving the . . .fixed portion of their sentence, but. .. sex offenders that don't 
take advantage of it tend to serve out their entire time. That is apparent trend, I can't 
pin that down to any studies, it has just been my observation. Emphasis added. 
But either way ... if in fact you do jump through the hoops, acknowledge your 
responsibility your accountability and take advantage of what is offered to you in 
this program, then there is still going to be leverage available to the state to 
supervise you until you are 76 years of age, because 30 years is you are 46 now so 
you are basically being supervised, even in the community for the rest of your 
adulthood .... [A]nd there is also the risk that you could be spending that much 
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time in the penitentiary Emphasis added. 
* * * 
JUDGE CULET: Normally there are certain post judgment rights, the right to 
appeal, the right to Post Conviction Relief and a Right to Rule 35 Motion for 
Sentence Modification. Those have been waived by your agreement. Do I 
understand that? Emphasis added. 
DEFENDANT GREEN: That's correct. Emphasis added. 
JUDGE CULET: Okay. So I would, um uh I would, I'll note that for the record that the 
um that normally I give a written form to that request, that has been waived 
pursuant to this plea negotiation and I have sentenced in accordance with the 
plea agreement here today. Emphasis added. 
Defendant was then placed in the retained jurisdiction program. 
ATTACHMENT 1, November 28, 2011, sentencing. (enclosed). 
Events subsequent to the November 28, 2011 sentencing 
Following the November 281h sentencing before Judge Culet, the Judgment of 
Conviction entered of record December 20, 2012. Thereafter defendant served a period 
in the retained jurisdiction program. 
A rider review hearing was held June 8, 2012, relating to petitioner's 
performance, attitude and conduct while in the retained jurisdiction. As provided in the 
ICR 11 Agreement which petitioner had knowingly and voluntarily and intelligently 
signed and was entered on record, the state opposed his release urged the court to 
impose sentence. In view of the retained jurisdiction materials and report, with 
consideration of petitioner's attitude, control issues and lack of progress, the court 
correctly relinquished jurisdiction and imposed sentence 
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On June 26, 2012, petitioner filed a Motion for ICR 35 Modification of sentence. 
The state opposed each filing, as being directly contrary to the ICR 11 Agreement which 
Green had knowingly, voluntarily and intelligently entered. On August 17, 2012, this 
court properly denied the Rule 35 motion. 
A Notice of Appeal of sentence was likewise, filed by petitioner's attorney, June 
27, 2012. The Office of Idaho Attorney General entered an objection to such appeal, 
on the basis that Green had knowingly, voluntarily and intelligently waived his appellate 
rights. The Idaho Supreme Court agreed and on August 22, 2012, entered an Order 
Dismissing the Appeal. (Supreme Court of Idaho, Ref. 12-399; State v. Lee Edd Green). 
No timely challenges were made to either of those rulings. 
Ill. 
The untimely filing of the Post Conviction Relief Petition constitutes an 
additional waiver of petitioner's post conviction relief rights. 
Petitioner was sentenced November 18, 2011 The requisite time in which to 
pursue a Post Conviction Relief is set forth in Idaho Code § 19-4902 within one (1) year 
of any right to appeal. Petitioner Green, accordingly had one ( 1) year from the entry of 
the judgment of December 20, 2011 or not later than December 20, 2012, to file. The 
petition is untimely. 
The tolling of a statutory deadline is jurisdictional. The failure to timely file a 
petition is a basis for dismissal, particularly where a petitioner fails to establish that he 
was unable due to circumstances beyond his control. to make the necessary filing. 
Amboh v. State, 149 Idaho 650 (Ct. App. 2010). 
The dismissal of a petition is appropriate in cases such as the present, where the 
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filing was not made within the statutory period is appropriate. In matters of appeal raised 
in challenging an order of dismissal, the appellate courts review the basis for the ruling. 
Ridgley v. State, 148 Idaho 671, 675 (201 0), Berg v. State, 131 Idaho 517, 518 (1998), 
Sheahan v. State, 146 Idaho 101, 104 (Ct. App. 2008). In issues of law or application of 
the limitation of a statute, the appellate courts exercise free review. Kriebel v. State, 148 
Idaho 188, 190 (Ct. App. 2009); Rhoades v. State, 148 Idaho 247, 250 (2009); 
Downing v. State, 136 Idaho 367, 370 (Ct. App 2001); Martinez v. State, 130 Idaho 
530, 532,(Ct. App 1997) 
Here, Petitioner Green has not demonstrated that the statute of limitations, which 
ran December 21, 2012, one-year form the filing of the Judgment of Conviction, should 
be to tolled. Kriebel, 148 Idaho at 190. 
Petitioner made two (2) timely filings. On June 26, 2012 a ICR 35 motion was 
filed with this court. A Notice of Appeal was filed the next day, June 27, 2012, with the 
supreme court. Such filings were made, irrespective of the provisions of the Rule 11 
Agreement, which petitioner had knowingly, voluntarily and intelligently entered. 
A petition for Post Conviction Relief could likewise have been generated and filed 
prior to December 21, 2012, had such been intended. 
In his belated petition for Post Conviction Relief, Green now asserts a myriad of 
claims not previously alleged. (See also Notice of Intent to Dismiss, pg 2). Here, 
petitioner essentially wants the benefit an illusion that--- i.e.: he was guaranteed 
probation, following the retained jurisdiction program, (Affidavit of Lee Green, Jr. pg 2 
and Memorandum in Opposition to Dismiss. pg 8), when no such provision in the Rule 
STATE'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF RE-NEWED MOTiON TO DISMISS 6 
11 Agreement exists and the official record of the court made when petitioner was 
present with competent counsel, refiects otherwise. 
Petition asserts that he does "not remember' (see Affidavit of Lee E. Green, Jr. 
pg 2 and Memorandum in Opposition to Dismiss, pg 8), that the Rule 11 Agreement 
which he willfully entered, signed in the presence of counsel and was placed upon the 
official record of the court, reflects that his sentence could be imposed following the 
retained jurisdiction. 
A claim or issue which could have been raised on appeal may not be considered 
in post-conviction proceedings. Hughes v. Smith, 148 Idaho 448, 462 (Ct. App. 2009) 
Here. all claims of petitioner not previously raised in his ill fated IRE 35 Motion and 
Notice of Appeal, should be dismissed as a matter of law. 
The petition was not timely filed due to petitioner's own inactivity 
Petitioner takes issue with the calculation of the one (1) year period for filing the 
post conviction petition On pg 3 of his Memorandum in Opposition, Green essentially 
contends that the starting of the one year period should be manipulated--- (eg. from 
June 2012-0rder Relinquishing Jurisdiction; August 2012-0rder Denying Rule 35; 
August 2012-0rder Dismissing Appeal; September 2012-Remitturer), so as to 
arrive at a conclusion that his petition was timely filed. 
Alternatively, Green would have this court conclude that the statute of limitations 
should be tolled based upon his belated claims that--- he was confused, does not 
STATE'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF RE-NEWED MOTION TO DISMISS 7 
remember, or, was assisted by ineffective counseL 
Here, petitioner's IRE 35 Motion and intended Notice of Appeal had each 
respectively been denied by August 22. 2012, approximately four (4) months prior to 
the petition deadline. In view of the state's opposition to his court filings and the 
separate unfavorable court rulings rendered, petitioner was aware that his asserted 
"perceptions" and claims, were not favorably received. Petitioner had ample opportunity 
to direct that counsel lodge a timely petition for post conviction relief, or to otherwise 
generate a timely pro-se petition. 
The failure to file a timely petition is an appropriate basis for dismissal Savas v. 
State, 139 Idaho 957 (Ct. App. 2003). Tolling is not allowed for a petitioner's own 
inactivity. Schwartz v. State, 1451daho 186, 189, 177 P.3d 400, 403 (Ct. App. 2008). 
In Schultz v. State, 151 Idaho 383, 256 P.3d 791, (Ct. App. 2011), our court of 
appeals held that a similar petition was barred due to the un-timeliness of filing. There, 
a petitioner made a like ineffective assistance of counsel claim. Shultz further argued 
that allowances for his misunderstanding of the deadline for filing should be overlooked, 
because he was under the impression that he had a longer period in which to file. The 
court of appeals rejected those arguments and upheld the dismissal of the petition by 
the district court. 
Dismissal is likewise appropriate in the present case. 
STATE'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF RE-NEWED MOTION TO DISMISS 8 
CONCLUSION 
Petitioner ample opportunity to make a timely filing. ; ·elated filing was 
due to petitioner's own inactivity. Dismissal should be granted. 
Respectfully submitted this 5th day of June, 2013 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 5th day of June, 2013, I placed a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing STATE'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF RE-
NEWED MOTION TO DiSMISS PETITION, to the following· 
Richard Harris, Esq. 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 1438 
Caldwell, !D 83606-1438 
Keith and Jolyn Green 
250 S. 8th Ave. W. 
Marsing, ID 83639 
Sharon Green 
936 Monument Peak 
Gardnerville, NV 89460 
Shauna Sedamano, Legal Assistant in 
Office of Owyhee County Prosecuting Attorney 
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RICHARD L HARRIS 
Attorney at La-vv 
P.O. Bnx 1328 
Cald\vclL !d. 83606- i 438 
Telephone (208) 459-151\8 
Facsimiie t208) 459-1300 
ISB # 1387 
Attorney For: Defendant 
!N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD H 'DICIAL DISTRICT OF THL 
'T J\ TT (H.' If) A II(\ !1\.T 1\ 1\.T!l !J\D TilL' f 'f\f 11-.TTV nr ()H !Vl II:!. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .. ~ -- "' • ~ - ;._ f • .. .. .:.. '<....~- .. .. - ' - :;. _;_ ~ '"'/ .._ '- J ~ '- _,. ..._ ._ ..._ ' ....... '/ ..._ / • ~ " ._ '-.../ .. ' / • ~ i .t J; 1_ J .1._ ' 
I JT F. GREEN. .lr.. 
Petit inner. 
vs. 
STAT!· OF IDAHO. 
Respondent. 
S'li\TI OF IDAi IO 
County of Ada 
: ss. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. C., I/·· 
SFCOND AFF!DA VIT Ol 
LFE E. GREEN. Jr. 
UT L GRFFN. Jr. upon his oath having been first duly sworn deposes and says: 
i. ! am the Defendant in that certain Owyhee County criminal case designated as 
CR-20 ll-06870. 
! I make this declaration on my own personal knowiedge and belief 
3. I prc\'iously suhn1ittcd an affidavit to the (~ourt in support of the Petition for 
Post Conviction Relief. l make this second affidavit to supplement the 
inf(m11ation in the first affidavit. 
Fll . J Page I 
l entered a plea to fdony charges me. t\\O counts l.e\Vd & 
Lacivwus conduct and ,me count lnJUf\ to a child. 
5. rhe injury to a child charges was an amended charge. !he original charge 
vvas hased on an alleged rape that I was charged with committing. I denied 
committing that crime. ln !~Jet the crime \\as alleged to have been committed 
on a Saturday night and vvas alleged to h<.l\ e occurred in Owyhee County. The 
previous Friday I left Idaho and hauled some CO\\S to Baker. Oregon. l spent 
the remainder of the day in Baker. Oregon. all day Saturday and Saturday 
night and left Baker to come hack to Idaho on Sunday atkrnoon. I arrived 
hack in Idaho approximately _i :.iO to p.m. on Sunday. I was not in ldaho 
on the date or time the alleged rape supposedly occurred. J have at least ten 
other vvitnesst:s that vvould testify that I was not in Idaho but in Oregon \\hen 
this crime allegedly occurred and \\ot!ld establish a defense of alibi f()r me. 
provided my attorney v. ith this inl(mnation. 
6. ! was also charged with four c,mnts of l.cvvd conduct Two of those counts I 
was not involved at all and there ts corroborating e\ idence \\hich would 
tt,,.-.t 'i 
... ;. : ·~ ... ~. 
against the word of the allt:ged victims. I was advised by my attornev that if 
the matter went to trial. hecausc the nature of the crimes and all of the 
circumstances there was a very high probability l would he found guilty on all 
counts. Because the attorneys had wurked out a plea hargain with the 
prosecutor in which two of the l I charges \\ould he dismissed in return for 
a plea to two L&L cbnges the charge would he amended to the 
\ J!) ( LIT L GRH . JR. 
lnJUf) to a child charge with a sentence to the Board of Corrections but a 
guaranty that the court \\ould retain jurisdiction and ! would a rider. At the 
end of the riJer I \vould be put on probation. l responded to my attorney that I 
was not guilty of the rape and \Yhy should I plead to the reduced or amended 
charge arising out of a charge l absolutely did not commit. I was told by Mr. 
Wellman that in order to get the retained jurisdiction as pm1 of the Rule 11 
agreement and hence probation. f had to piead to the amenJed charge as a pan 
of the agreement otherwise the prosecutor would not agree to the rider. I did 
not at the time think that !~1ir. and l certainly do not believe it is n1ir now. But 
I was assured that at the end of the rider l would he placed on probation. I 
\Vas told that accepting the plea agreement was the only way I could be 
assured of being on probation. 
7. I reluctantly agreed to the pica agreement based upon the representations to 
me that at the end of the rider I \vould be placed on probation. hut otherwise if 
the matter went to trial without the plea agreement it was likely l could be 
sentenced to a tenn in the penitentiary. 
jurisdiction. I received a favorable recommendation for community based 
probation but instead of the Court placing me on probation the Court 
relinquished jurisdiction and I am now serving the sentence imposed. 
9. The only reason I agr~..:cd to the plea agreement was the assurance of my 
attorney that I would he placed on probation. 
l 0. I reaffirm the statements made by me in my previous affidavit 
.IDAVIT lIT •. <iRI . JR. Page 3 
n 
z__ / 
Sl:Bsc Bl D AND S\V( /R?'\ to hd"tne me, the undersigned Notary Public 
Idaho. on the day of May. 2013. 
.\IT .II· . URI · .lR 
Notary puhlic f()r Idaho 
Residing at: 
Commission Expires: ·,, 
4 
CER!l CJ\TE 01~ SERVICE 
l the undersigned do hereby certify a true and correct copy of the f(Jrcgoing 
instrument was served on the folknving this dav of June, 2013. 
.\ 
DOUG EMERY UNITED STATES l'v1AIL 
Ov .. yhec County Prosecutor 
Owhycc County Courthouse 
P. 0. Box 128 
Murphy, Idaho 83650 
Facsimile: (208) 495-2592 
E. . JR. 5 
COURTHOUSE BASKET 
HAND DELIVERED 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF OWYHEE 
LEE EDD GREEN, JR., 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
CASE NO. CV13-2860 
ORDER DISMISSING UNIFORM 
POST -CONVICTION PETITION 
On May 14, 2013, this Court issued its Notice Intent to Dismiss Uniform Post-
Conviction Petition in this matter. The Petitioner was advised in the Notice of Intent that 
unless he provided admissible evidence to address the deficiencies in the Petition, the 
Petition would be dismissed on June l 7, 2013. No additional information, affidavits, or 
amended pleadings have been filed. Therefore, for 
Intent to Dismiss Uniform Post-Conviction Petition· 
ORDER DISMISSING UNIFORM 
POST-CONVICTION PETlTIOI'< 
reasons listed in the Notice of 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Petition 
DISMISSED. 
Dated this 1\ day of June, 2013. 
ORDER DISMISSING UNIFORM 
POST-CONV!CT!ON PET! nor-; 
2 
Relief JS 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned certifies that on the . day of June, 2013, s/he served a 
true and correct copy of the original of the foregoing Order on the following 
individuals in the manner described: 
® upon counsel for the state: 
Douglas D. Emery 
0\Vyhee County Prosecuting Attorney 
P.O. Box 128 
Murphy, ID 83650 
• upon counsel for petitioner: 
Richard Hanis 
P.O. Box 1438 
Caldwell, ID 83606~ 1438 
* upon petitioner: 
Lee Green #101330 
Idaho State Correctional Institution 
Unit 14 
P/0/ Box 14 
Boise, 10 83707 
and/or when s/he deposited each a copy of the foregoing ORDER in the U.S. 
Mail with sufficient postage to individuals at the addresses listed above. 
ORDER DISMISSING UNIFORM 
POSTCONViCTlON PETITION 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF OWYHEE 
LEE EDD GREEN, JR., 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
CASE NO. CV13-2860 
FINAL JUDGMENT 
Pursuant to the Order Dismissing Unifonn Post-Conviction Petition in this matter, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that the Petition is 
dismissed with prejudice. 
Dated this_ "L\ day of June, 2013. 
District Judge 
fiNAL JUDGMENT 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned certifies that on the . day of June, 2013, s/he served a 
true and correct copy of the original of the foregoing Judgment on the 
following individuals in the manner described· 
• upon counsel for the state: 
Douglas D. Emery 
Owyhee County Prosecuting Attorney 
P.O. Box 128 
Murphy, ID 83650 
e upon counsel for petitioner: 
Richard Harris 
P.O. Box 1438 
CaldwelL ID 83606-1438 
e upon petitioner: 
Lee Edd Green #101330 
Idaho State Correctional Institution 
Unit 14 
P/0/ Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
and/or when s/he deposited each a copy of the foregoing Final Judgment in the 
U.S. Mail with sufficient postage to individuals at the addresses listed above. 
Cierk of the Court 
Deputy Clerk of the Court 
JUDGMENT 
07/01/)02 10:40 
RJCHARD L HARRIS 
A ttomey at Law 
P.O. Box 1438 
CaldwelL ld. 83606~1438 
Telephone (208) 459-15~~ 
Facsimile (208) 459-1300 
TSB i1 1387 
Attorney for Petitioner 
RlCH~RU L HARRl~ 
fN THE DISTRICT COCRT OF THE THJRD JCDICIAL DISTRJCT OF THL 
STATE OF ffiAHO. L\1 AND FOR THE COUNTY OF OWYHEE 
GREEK JR,. 
Petitioner. 
v~. 
THE STATE OF IDAHO. 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CV-2013-2860 
MOTION TO RECOKSIDER 
ORDER DISMISSING UNIFORM 
POST-CONVICTION PETITION 
AND FINAL JCDGME~T 
AND NOTICE OF HEARf"G 
rHQC t.J L! U 
COMES NOW the above named Petitioner by and through his attomey and 
moves the Court to reconsider it's Order dismissing Petitioner"s Petition fClf Post 
Conviction Relief on the grounds and for the reasons as follows: 
1. This motion is based upon the provisions of Rule ll(a)(2)(B); and Rule 59(c) 
IRCP. 
2_ The Notice of Intent to Dismiss indicates that the Petition was going to be 
dismi<;sed on the grounds of timeliness and the Court determined the one year 
period for filing such Petition commenced to run on December 20. 2011 and 
TO RECONSIDER -
~!CHARD 1 HARRIS PAGE 84/EJS 
placed on p!'obation upon recommendation of the Board of Corrections He 
received that probation recommendation of Board of Corrections per 
the promise he was not placed on probation That is established by the record 
here. 
6. But the Court's ruling that because he waived his right to pursue post 
corviction relief does not toll the running of the one year period while serving 
the rider. but constitutes a conllict of interest where the Peti1ioner waived his 
rights to appeal. file a Rule 35 :V1otion or file for Post-Conviction Relief 
establishes clearly ineffective a.o;sistance of counseL which is clearly 
established in the record before the Court. and establishes prima facially the 
need for a hearing on the merits of the Petition. 
7. In conclusion there is sufficient ''admissible evidence'' in the record regarding 
a need lor a heanng, and a conilict of interest that exists in the record which 
requires further proceedings in this matter. 
S. It is requested the Court conduct a re-evaluation m this matter and grant 
Petitioner a hearing on his Petition. 
Dated th1s { day of~, 2013. 
RFCO'JS! 3 
Richard L. Harris 
Attorney for Defendant 
/202 113:40 PAGE 05/135 
'\"OTICE OF HEART'\G 
TO: Clerk of the Court 
Doug Emery. 0-w):hee County Prosecuting A tiomey 
Please take Notice that the Defendant will call for hearing the above and 
foregoing M<Jtion to Amend Petition for Post Conviction Relief at the hour of 1 :00 
p.m .. July 12. 2013 or as soon thereafter as the matter can be heard at the courtroom 
ofthe above entitled Court. 0Vvyhce County Courthouse, Murphy. ldaho. 
1t4, 
Dated this day of~- 2013. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
l hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the above and foregoing document 
was served on the following in the manner mdicated on 1he __ (___ day of~ 2013. 
Douglas Emery L"'\JTTED STATES MAIL 
0\.\-yhcc County Prosecutor 
Ovvyhee County Courthouse COL'RTHOUSE BASKET 
P 0. Box 128 
Murphy. ldaho 83650 FACSIMILE 
RICHARD L. HARRIS 
TO RFCONSIDER Page 4 
RJCHARD L HAR.'ZJS 
ATTOR:'\lEY AT LA \V 
I 023 Arthur Street 
P. 0. Box 1438 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 4 5 9-15 88 
Fax: (208) 459-1300 
TSB No. 1387 
A ttomey for Petitioner 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL D1STR1CT 
fN THE STATE OF 1DAHO, !N AND fOR THE COlTNTY OF OWYHEE 
LEE GREEK JR. 
Petitioner. 
v::;. 
STATE OF IDAHO. 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CV-2013-2860 
AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING 
ON MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
ORDER DISI'v11SSING UNIFORM 
POST-CONVICTION PETITION 
AND FINAL JUDGMENT 
TO: DOUG EMERY, Owyhee County Prosecutor: and 
CLERK OF THE COURT 
YOU AND EACH OF YOU please take notice that the above-named Defendant will call 
for hearing his !\1otion To Reconsider Order Dismissing Uniform Post-Conviction Petition For 
Final Judgment on the 9th day of August 2013 at the hour of 9:00 o'clock a.m. or as soon 
thereafter as the matter can be heard in the above-entitled courtroom, Owyhee County 
Courthouse, Murphy. Idaho. 
DATED: This day of July, 2013. 
RICHARD L HARRJS 
A MENDED NOnCE OF HEARiNG 0~ MOTlOf'T TO RECONSIDER 
ORDER DISMISSING UNIFORM POST CO:\VlCfiON PETJTlON 
AND L 1 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
l the undersigned do hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
instrument was served on the following this J_ day of July, 2013. 
DOuGLAS EMERY 
Owyhee County Prosecutor 
Owyhee County Courthouse 
P. 0. Box 128 
Murphy. Idaho 83650 
Facsimile: (208) 495-2592 
UNITED STATES MAiL 
COURTHOUSE BASKET 
/ FACSIMILE 
RICHARD L. HARRIS 
AME:'-JDED ~OTICE OF HEARI:--JG ON MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
ORDER DISMISSING UNIFORM POST CONViCTION PETITION 
AND 1\AL DGMENT- 2 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF OWYHEE 
LEE EOD GREEN, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
CASE NO. CV13-2860 
DENIAL OF MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
DISMISSAL OF UNIFORM POST-
CONVICTION PETITION 
Respondent 
Petitioner has filed a motion to reconsider the Court's Order Dismissing the 
Petition filed in this case. Court declines to do so. Although the Petitioner believes 
that the period of retained jurisdiction tolls the time for the filing of a post-conviction 
petition, in this case, the Petitioner is incorrect. A period of retained jurisdiction will tali 
the period for filing the notice of appeal, which concomitantly tolls the period in which 
the post-conviction petition must be filed; however, in this case, the Petitioner waived 
his right to file an appeal, therefore, the period of retained jurisdiction did not act to toll 
the time for filing the post-conviction petition See Gonzalez v State, 139 Idaho 384, 79 
P.3d 743 (Ct App 2003),(a penod of probation did not toll the time for filing a post-
DENIAL OF MOTION RECONSI -Page -1 
conviction petition and therefore, the petition untimely filed, where the claims in the 
petition related to the Judgment of Conviction.) 
The Petitioner has cited no authority that holds that the time frame for filing the 
post-conviction petition is tolled by the period in which the Court retains jurisdiction, 
where the appeal has been waived. As such, the Court declines to reconsider its 
Order. 
Dated this 1st day of July, 2013. 
DENIAL OF MOTION TO RECONSIDER- Page -2 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned certifies that on the 1-sf day of July, 2013, s/he served a true and 
correct copy of the original of the foregoing DENIAL OF MOTION TO RECONSIDER on 
the following individuals in the manner described: 
G upon counsel for petitioner: 
Richard L Harris 
P.O. Box 1438 
Caldwell, idaho 83606-1438 
,. upon counsel for Respondent: 
Douglas Emery 
P.O. Box 128 
Murphy, Idaho 83650 
• and upon Petitioner: 
Lee Edd Green #1 01330 
Idaho State Correctional Institution 
Unit 14 
P 0. Box 14 
Boise Idaho 83707 
and/or when s/he deposited each a copy of the foregoing ORDER in the U.S. Mai! with 
sufficient postage to individuals at the addresses listed above. 
ANGELA BARKELL, 
Clerk of the Court 
Deputy Clerk of the Court 
OF MOTION TO RECONSIDER- Page -3 
RICHARD L. 1!/\RRIS 
Attorncv At l ,aw 
P. Box 14Jx 
l 023 Arthur Street 
CaldvvclL Idaho 81605 
Telephone: (208) 459-1588 
Facsimile: (208) 459-1300 
lSB No. 1187 
Attorney For Defendant 
IN TilE DISTRICT COl lRT OF TilE l!RD JUD!Cli\1. DISTRICI 01 II 
STATE OF ID/\1!0 F\ AND FOR Till· COt lNTY OF OWYI !II 
!X , EDD GREFN. 
Plaintiff- Respondent. 
STATE OF I DAIIO. 
) 
) 
) 
) NOTICE OF APPEAL 
) 
Defendant-Appellant. ) 
) 
TO: IF ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT. TilL STATE OF IDA!IO. AND IT'S 
ATTORNEYS. CANYON COUNTY PROSLCUTIN<i ATTORNLY. ;\LAN LANCE. 
ATTORNFY (iENLRAL FOR IDAHO. IL COliJU RFPORTI R. r\ND CHRIS 
YArvti\MOTO. CLFRK OF TilL i\BOVI ~NTITLED COllRT. 
NOTK IS HEREBY GIVEN: 
l. The above-named Defendant Appellant appeals a.£aillst the above named 
Plaintiff Respondc·nt. to the Supreme Court of the Stak of !daho. from the Denial Of Motion to 
Reconsider Dismissal Of Uniform Post Conviction Petition entered filed bv the ( 'ourt on Julv 2, 
- -
20l:L 
. !\ !\ l 
DclL'nJant-Appcliant has the right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court from 
Conviction and sentence imposed as described in paragraph 1 abm c. ( ·onviction 
Sentence are appealable issues under Rule II (c) ( l ), Idaho Appellate Rules. 
3. The Dclcndant-Appellant requests that the Reporter's Transcript include the 
following: 
A. Reporter's Transcript as defined in Rule 2.'\ (a). Idaho Appellate Rule is 
requested. 
B. lktendant-Appcllant requests that the Standard Reporters Transcript be 
supplemented pursuant to Rule 25 (c) by the preparation and filing of the 
following as identified in Rule 25 (c) (5) ((1). 
( i) All hearings and proceedings. A transcript of all sentencmg 
rroeecdings. 
4. Th'"' Defcndant-Aprellant requests the follmving documents to he included in the 
Clerks record: 
A. All documents defined in Rule 28, LA.R.: 
B. ;\ll pre-trial motions: 
C. The presentence report: 
D. Any other letter or document lodged or filed \Vith the Court regarding this 
case: 
5. I hl.'rcby certify: 
NOTICE 
A f hat a cory of this Notice of Appeal has been sen ed on the (·nun 
Reporter: 
;\L 2 
B. That service has been made on all parties required to be served pursuant to 
Rule Idaho Appc!iate Rules, and the Attnrne:. ( ieneral of 
Lance §67-1401 (!).Idaho Code; 
C. That Dcfendant-Appcliant is exempt from paying the estimated transcript 
Icc because he is indigent and unable to pay for said preparation and is 
currentlv incarcerated \Vith the Idaho State Board Of Com::ctions and 
therefore unable to pay said fees: 
D. That the Defendant-Appellant is exempt from paying the estimated tee for 
preparation of this record because he is indigent and unable to pay for 
such preparation because he is currently incarcerated with the Idaho State 
Board Of Corrections and therefore unable to pay said fees; 
E. !"hat the Defendant-Appellant is exempt from paying the Appellanrs fees 
because he indigent and unable to pay the filing fee and is currenth 
incarcerated with the Idaho State Board Of Corrections and therefore 
unable to pay ::;aid tees. 
DAITD: This I~< day oLiuly. 2013. 
NOTICE . J\PPL\L 3 
CTRTIFIC SERVI 
the undersigned du hereh\ ccni that ~~ true and correct cop~ of the foregoing 
instrument was served on the foilowing on this 
DOUGLAS EMERY 
Owyhee County Prosecutor 
Owyhee County Courthouse 
P. 0. Box 128 
Murphy, Idaho 83650 
Facsimile: (208) 459-7474 
LAWRENCE \VAS DEN 
Attorney General of Idaho 
Attorney General Office 
State ofldaho 
P. 0. Box 83720 
Boise. Idaho 83 702-00 I 0 
Jay ofJuly. 2013. 
United States Mail 
Hand Delivered 
Facsimile 
llnited States Mail 
!land Deli\cred 
Facsimile 
8 
th Supreme Court of the State of 
LEE EDO GREEN. JR., 
Petitioner-Appellant, ORDER 
DISMISSING APPEAL 
v. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Supreme Court Docket No. 41235-2013 
Ovvyhee County No. 2013-2860 
Respondent. 
The Appellant having failed to pay the necessary fee for preparation of tJw Clerk· s 
Record on appeal as required by Idaho Appellate Rule 24(c) a.'ld the Reporter's Transcript if 
requested, as required by Idaho Appellate Rule 27(c). The Notice of Appeal is not in compliance 
\vith Idaho Appellate Rules ! 7(a). the title is incorrect; i7(d) the name of the Attorney General is 
incorrect; l7(o)5(a), and 25(b), transcripts must be listed by date(s) and title(s); 17(o)8(a), requires 
service on the reporter(s) of whom transcripts have been requested. Neither the Notice of Appeal 
nor the Certificate of Services shows service upon the reporter(s) of whom transcripts are request. 
Therefore, good cause appearing, 
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that this appeal be, and hereby is, CONDITIONALLY 
DISMISSED unless the required fee for preparation of the Clerk's Record is paid to the District 
Court Clerk and the fee for preparation of the Reporter's Transcript is paid to the District Court 
Reporter or an Order is obtained from the District Court providing for payment at county expense 
within twenty-one (21) days from the date of this Order. 
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that in the event the fees are paid. or an order is 
entered for a tee waiver, this is. SUSPENDED for Appellant's counsel to file an AMENDED 
NOTICE OF APPEAL, in compliance with Idaho Appellate Rules l7(a), i 7(d). 17(o)S(b), and 
17( o )8( a). with the District Court Clerk within fourteen ( 14) days from the date of the payment of 
fees or entry of a fcc waiver. In the event an AMENDED NOTICE OF APP!:AL is not filed in 
District Court. this appeal may be DISMISSED. 
IT FURTHER lS ORDERED that this appeal is SUSPENDED further notice. 
ORDER CONDITIONALLY DISMiSSiNG APPEAL Docket No. 41235-2013 
DATED this 21._ day of July, 2013. 
cc: Counsel of Record 
District Court Clerk 
District Court Reporter 
District Court Judge 
For the Supreme Court 
RICHARD L. IIARRIS 
Attomcv At Law 
P. Box 1438 
l 023 1\rthur Street 
Caldwell. Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) -+50-1588 
Facsimile: (208) 450-1300 
ISB No. 1387 
Attorney For Plaintiff!Appelliant 
IN THE DISTRICT COt ;RT ( TilL Tll!RD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OJ· TJIE 
STATE OF !DAJ 10 IN A~D !-OR THE COUNTY 01 0\VYIIFI· 
UJ·: LDD GRFEN. 
Pia inti fUAppellant. 
\ S. 
STAT!: OF IDAHO. 
Ikfendant/Rcspondent. 
CASE NO. CV -2013 2860 
AMEf\iDED 
NOTICE OF:\ L 
TO: TIIF ABOVE-NAMFD RFSPC Dl·NT. THF STAT!· 01· lD/\!10. AND IrS 
ATTORNEYS. OWY!IEF COl 1 PROSECUTINCi :\TTOR:\l;·y_ LA WR!· CF 
WASDEN. ATTORNLY GENLRAL FOR IDAHO. Till COt iRT RFPORTER. AND. 
Cl.FRK OF THE ABOVI' :NTITLF COURT. 
NOTI( IS HEREBY GIVEN: 
I. The above-named Plainti /Appellant appeals against the above named 
Defendant/Respondent. to the Supreme Court the State of . from the Denial Of Motion 
to Reconsider Dismissal Of Uniform Post Conviction Petition entered filed by the Court on July 
2. 20LL 
VHNnl n N()Tl( T OF.:\ PPF \ 
PlaintifL\ppcllant has the · to appeal to the Idaho Supreme CourL 
Conviction and sentence imposed as descrihcd in paragraph l ahnn~. said Corn iction and 
Sentence arc appealable issues under Rule II (c) (I ).Idaho Appd!ate Rules. 
3. The Plaintiff/Appellant requests that the Reporter's Transcript include the 
following: 
/\. I.Zcpnrtt?r"s 'Transcript as dcfineJ in I.Zuie :s (a) .. Idaho 1\p{)eiiatc I<.uie is 
requested. 
B. Plaintiff/Appellant requests that the Standard Reporters Transcript be 
supplemented pursuant to Rule 25 (c) by the preparation and filing of the 
following Js identified in Rule 25 (c) (5) (6). 
( l) All hearings and proceedings. A transcript of all sentencing 
proceedings. 
4. The Plaintirt/Appellant requests the follov,ing documents to he included in the 
Clerks record: 
A All documents defined in Rule 28. I.A.R.: 
B. All pre-trial motions: 
C. The presentence report: 
D. Any other letter or document lodged or filed with the Court regarding this 
case: 
5. I herebY ccrtif\,: 
,\. That a copy of this Notice of i\ppcal has been sencd on the Court 
Reporter; 
1\ MFN f) I n '\JCH (T ()I ,\ PPh\ I I 
B. i hat :-;en icc has been made on all parties required tn served pursuant to 
Ruk Idaho Appellate Rules. and the Attnrne~ General of Idaho_ 
l.a\nence Wasden ~67-1401 (I), Idaho ('ode: 
C. That Plaintilf/Appellant is exempt from paying the estimated transcript fcc 
because he is indigent and unable to pay for said preparation and !S 
currentlY incarcerated with the Idaho State Board Of Corrections and 
therefore unable to pay said fees; 
D. That the Plaintiff! Appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for 
preparation of this record because be is indigent and unable to pay for 
such preparation because he is currently incarcerated Hith the Idaho State 
Board Of Corrections and therefore unable to pa) said fees: 
I. That the Plainti!T/ Appellant is exempt from paying the Appcllanf s fees 
because he indigent and unable to pay the filing fee and is currently 
incarcerated \Vith the Idaho State Board Of Corrections and therefore 
unable to pay said fees. 
DATED: This\~ dm of~'2013. 
~, . 
RICHARD L. IIARRIS 
CTRTlFJCATL SERVICF 
the ·gncd do hcrdw ccrtifv that a true and correct cop~ ul 
~ 
instrument was sern:d on the following on this day of3bl}~ 2013. 
DOl;CLAS EMERY 
Owyhee County Prosecutor 
Owyhee County Courthouse 
P. 0. Box 128 
Murphy, Idaho 83650 
Facsimile: (208) 459-7474 
l.A WRFNCF Wi\SDLN 
Attorney (icneral of Idaho 
Attornev General Office 
State ofldaho 
P. 0. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83 702-00 l 0 
United States Mail 
Hand Dciivcred 
Facsimile 
/ United States iv1ail 
Hand Delin:red 
Facsimile 
RIC! IARD L 11/\RRIS 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF OWYHEE 
Lee Edd Green, Jr., 
Petitioner-Appellant, 
vs. 
State of Idaho 
Re 
SUPREME COURT Case No. 41235 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF 
EXHIBITS 
Trina Arnan, y lerk of the strict Court of the 
in and for Th rd c District of the State of I 
County of , do he certify hat the follow ng is a list 
consist ng of documents to be sen as exhibits and which will be 
l w h the Supreme Court: 
No exhibits 
IN W TNESS WHEREOF, have and af ixed 
he sea 0 the said Court th s day of 2013. 
ANGELA BARKELL 
Clerk of t strict Court 
qK'S CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
IN THE STR CT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL D STRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF OWYHEE 
* * * * * * * * * * 
Lee Edd Green, Jr., 
Petitioner-Appellant, 
vs. 
NOTICE OF LODGING RECORD 
Supreme Court Case 
State of Idaho, 
Respondent, 
Notice is he 
41235 
that on 
Clerk's Record (x) mai ed to the Attorneys of Record. 
The parti s shall have twenty-ei ( 8) 
2013, t 
from the 
da e of service of the l reco -co fi e any object ons, 
her with a Notice of Hearing, with he Distr Court. If no 
ection is filed, -che record wi l be deemed settled and will be 
with the Supreme Court. 
If there are mu t le ants) (Res s) , 
s rve the CC) and any transcr t, upon the parties upon 
rece of a s ou~at ion of the rties, or couct order stat ng 
t~o ice of Cl ks Reco 
which rty sh 1 be served. If no ion or order is fi ed 
in seven (7) aays, 
l he cas t~t~e. 
cc: 
Clerk o t Court 
:daho Supreme Court 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Id 837 0 0101 
Richard . Ha ris 
Attorney at Law 
PO Box 1438 
Caldwell, d 83605 
wi 1 serve the party whose name 
ANGELA BARKELL, CLERK 
CLERK OF THE DI CT COURT 
Honorable Lawrence G. Wasden, Attorney General 
PO Box 83720 
Boise, d 837 c-oo o 
Not ce of T ng Cler Re rd 
rs "-~ t 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF 
Lee Edd Green, Jr., 
Petitioner-Appellant, 
vs. 
State of Idaho, 
Respondent, 
Certificate of Service 
Supreme Court Case 
41235 
Arnan, y Clerk the undersi author ty, do 
he certify that I have personally served or mailed, either 
Uni ed States Mail or Inte rtmenta Mail, one copy of the 
fo owing: Clerk's Record 
o each of the Attorneys o Record in this cause as fol ows: 
Date of Service: 
Clerk of the Court 
Idaho Supreme Court 
P.O. Box 837 0 
Boise, Id 83720-0 Ol 
Richard L. Harris 
Attorney at Lav.: 
PO Box 1438 
Caldwell, Id 83605 
Honorable Lawrence G. Wasden, Att 
PO Box 837 0 
Bo se, d 83720-00 0 
ANGELA BARKELL 
Clerk of the District Court 
General 
